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Abstract 
The unpredictable nature of wind makes the design of wind turbines control system a chal-
lenging task. Wind turbine system control becomes more difficult when the system is required 
to connect to the grid. The major issues include connection standard, control system sim-
plicity, cost, reliability, required instrumentation and modes of system operation. A low cost 
control system and associated instrumentation development is very important for the com-
mercial success of a small grid connected wind turbine. The proposed PIC micro-controller 
based control system is a good candidate for 3 kW or less grid connected wind power systems. 
The purpose of this thesis is to design a control system for small induction gen rator based 
grid connected wind turbines. A PIC16F877 micro-controller is used to connect/ disconnect 
the wind turbine generator to the grid based on real time measurements. The controller 
is designed and tested for grid connected mode and off-grid mode. The system controller 
based on the measurements takes decision for grid connection/ disconnection or maintains the 
connection of the system with the grid. Designed controller also takes care of the islanding 
situation. Such situation occurs in the system while wind is enough to produce power but 
the grid is absent. The proposed controller will never connect the wind turbine to the grid 
when grid is absent hence islanding situation will never occur. Low cost instrumentation is 
also developed to measure the system parameters. 
The designed controller is tested in a laboratory environment using a wind turbine simula-
tor. Wind turbine simulator is an effective platform to evaluate the performance of the wind 
turbine control system in all possible situations in the lab environment. The proposed wind 
turbine simulator is based on a 3 kW DC motor. A separately excited DC motor is controlled 
so t hat its shaft behaves as a wind turbine rotor. A PI controller is designed which makes 
sure that the DC motor is producing torque same as wind turbine rotor torque at various 
wind speeds. 
Soft-starter is also designed to reduce inrush current or surge in current while achieving a 
proper synchronization between the wind turbine generator and the grid. The designed soft-
starter successfully limits the high inrush current during the connection of the wind turbine 
system to the grid . An experimental investigation is done to find out suitable values of the 
power resistors for soft-connection of a small wind turbine syst em to the grid. The designed 
soft starter limits the initial surge current 1.62 times t he rated current of the induction 
generator. 
While grid is absent, the system controller ceases the power delivery to the grid and 
connects the wind turbine system to a dump load. However, due to t he variation in wind 
speed the voltage at the load terminal can vary. An electronic PI cont roller based on phase 
control relays is developed to regulate the voltage across the dump load while grid is absent. 
The applicability of the proposed system controller for small wind t urbines is demonstrated 
through a number of lab tests. The results show the designed control system is able to control 
a 3 kW induction generator based wind turbine both in grid connected and off-grid mode. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Wind t chnology is one of the fastest growing renewable energy technologies in the globe. 
Technologies for wind power generation are rapidly expanding due to the high cost of en-
ergy derived from fossil fuel, nuclear fuel and environmental issues. A recent survey shows 
the booming wind energy markets around the world exceeded expectations in 2006. This 
takes the total installed wind energy capacity to 74223 MW, up from 59091 MW in 2005 
(www.gw c.net) . 
Canada has a great potential for electricity generation from wind in North America be ause 
it has the longest coastline with wind resources. Canada is currently experiencing an annual 
30% growth rate in wind energy development, a rate comparable to the global development. 
The recorded installed capacity in Canada until July 2007 is 1588 MW. The Canadian Wind 
Energy Association's (Can WEA) goal is for 10,000 MW of installed wind energy in Canada by 
the year 2010 which is sufficient cater for 5% of Canada's electricity demand (www.canw a.ca). 
Generation of electricity using wind energy is extremely significant for many remote or 
isolated places away from the grid . However, after net-metering regulations, public interest in 
small-scale grid connected wind power generation has increased. Net-metering is the exchange 
of energy between consumer and the main electrical grid. Net-metering is one of incentive 
programs since it allows the customer ability to offset power consumption up to 100% at the 
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full retail value over the regular billing period (usually one month). Excess power produ d i 
either granted to the utility with no buy-back, purchased by the utility at the avoided cost, or 
purchas d at the average retail rate (www.nrel.gov). In net-metering situation, consumers also 
do not require to purchase expensive batteries or a backup generator, which increase the install 
cost of renewable energy systems (www.energy.gov.on.ca). Moreover, small wind turbines ar 
less expensive, engaged with a very few moving parts and they are generally designed for a 
long life (www.smallwindenergy.ca) . They can be easily installed at the tower or roof tops 
with a smaller tower arrangement. Due to the increasing demand of the electricity generation 
from the wind energy and also with net-metering rules, current Research and Development 
(R&D) activities concentrate the investigation of the behavior of small grid connected wind 
turbines and specially its control. 
Small grid connected wind turbines can operate with eith r fixed-speed or variable peed. 
Amount of energy that can be produced by a variable speed wind turbine is generally greater 
compared to a fixed speed wind turbine [1]. However the operation of a variable peed wind 
turbine system is difficult and complex due to the complex pattern in the wind [2]. Such 
an arrangement will not be economically feasible in the context of a small wind turbin . 
This research focuses on the control system of a small grid connected wind turbine, which 
operates at a fixed speed with higher conversion efficiency. In generic, wind turbine produ es 
electricity using wind and supply the generated power to users. Due to the stochastic natm· 
of wind, a supervisory controller is essential for connection/disconnection of the wind t urbin 
system to the grid. System control is required, not only for connection/disconnection, but 
also for maintaining connection between the grid and the wind power generator while wind 
turbine in operation. Several control modes are needed to be considered in d signing control 
system for a grid connected system. Also due to the occurrence of high inrush or surge in 
current during achieving the proper synchronism between the grid and the generator, oft-
connection strategy is essential. Soft-connection reduces mechanical and electrical stresses 
on the wind energy conversion system during the connection process of the generator with 
the grid. A wind turbine simulator (WTS) is also required to test the performances of the 
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proposed controller before installation. 
1. 2 Motivation 
Wind energy conversion system (WECS) is required to be dir ctly connected to the utility 
grid in order to reduce the system cost. Grid connected system also reduces th dependence 
on the grid supply. Therefore the selection of a grid connection strategy and suitable control 
technique for the operation of a wind turbine system in different real time sit uations are th 
great motivating points for this research. There are three ways to connect the small wind 
turbine generation system to the grid [3], as shown in Figure 1.1. Option 1 in Figure 1.1 
requires rectifier, batteries and inverter to connect the generator to the grid. Rectifier and 
inverter are also required to connect the generator to the grid in option 3. However, option 2 
does not require such interfacing power electronics circuitry which is very significant for a low 
cost small wind energy conversion system. The direct connection of a wind turbine system 
to the grid using option 2 is less complex. This option can also provide higher efficiency than 
the other options because of no losses due to no such interfacing circuitry [4] . 
Op1ion I Oplion3 
Oplion2 
Figure 1.1: Grid connection topology for small wind turbine 
Control system is an integral part of a wind power generating system for proficient opera-
tion of the unit. Design and implementation of control system for small grid connected wind 
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energy conversion system is a great challenge. This research attempts the following issues to 
design control system for small induction generator based grid connected wind turbines. 
• Choice of economical and feasible supervisory controller 
• Controller action in the presence of wind and grid availability 
• Controller action in the absence of grid but wind is enough to produce power 
• Maintain grid connection/ disconnection without sensing wind speed 
• Over voltage and under voltage at the generator terminal 
• Soft-connection between the wind turbine system and the grid 
• Low cost system instrumentat ion design to measure system parameters 
In order to address the above mentioned issues in designing control system, a prototype 
of a wind turbine in a laboratory environment is very important . A wind turbine prototype 
called a wind turbine simulator, designing is another challenge in this research. Following 
challenges are taken in consideration to design a wind turbine simulator. 
• Impose t he steady state wind turbine characteristics in a DC motor 
• Design a torque controller for DC motor which makes sure that DC motor is operating 
as a wind turbine 
• Test the simulator for fixed and variable speed of the wind 
All of the above discussed challenges highly motivate to conduct this research. 
1.3 Related Works 
A small directly grid connected system with higher efficiency does not require complex power 
electronics for its control. However , realization of control strategy for grid connection oper-
ation in different real time situations is very important and further research is required to 
improve small grid connected wind turbines performance. 
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According to past research, proper control system made the wind turbine more reliable 
in wind power generation. A proper aerodynamic control of wind turbine will cause no extra 
pressure on the electrical and mechanical parts of the wind turbine sy tem, thus increasing 
the ability to produce maximum power [5], [6]. Aerodynamic control techniques and its 
implementation has been found in [7], [8], [9], [10]. Extraction of maximum power controls 
was also found in [11], [12], [13], [14] for stand alone applications. For a mall grid connected 
wind turbine system, this work assumes the system has no aerodynami control strategy and 
the system that only produce maximum power at a specific wind speed. 
In literature, some controllers are reported for small grid connected wind turbine appli-
cations. A controller developed by ENERTECH Corporation [15] connects t he E ERTECH 
wind turbine to the grid only when winds are strong enough to make it behave as a genera tor , 
and disconnects when wind speed decreases to avoid that acting as a motoriz d fan. This con-
trol system had two major components, an anemometer , mounted on the tower, and a printed 
circuit board , in the control box. The control system consists of an anemometer at the tower 
top , a wind averaging unit , a wattmeter , a wind speed indicator , a solid state cont rol, 3-way 
switch , mercury relay, and a printed circuit board in the control box. Measurement of av-
erage wind spe d over periods of 20 to 45 seconds as sensed by the anemometer , is used to 
connect / disconnect the wind turbine from the grid. The main issue with such wind spe d 
measurement based controller is the requirement of a calibrated anemometer placed appro-
priately on or close to the wind turbine. Since an anemometer controls the cut-in and cut-out 
speed of the wind turbine, a poor positioning of the anemometer will ignificant ly affect the 
performance of the wind turbine. The anemometer also requires twisted and shielded wire 
that is re istant to weathering in sunlight and deterioration underground. If it is not, electri-
cal noise from an outside source can cause a contaminating frequency that will in turn cause 
the machine to turn on and off erratically. ENERTECH wind turbine is not in production 
for more than 20 years. 
Another small wind energy converter named as "aeroSmart5" came into the mark t in early 
2004 [16] . The system cont roller unit of aeroSmart5 has been designed by a development firm 
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"SMA Technologie" . That microprocessor based system controller controls both the turbine 
and the connection to the power grid. The aeroSmart5 has been designed for passive stall 
operation in high wind speeds and there is no mechanical fail-safe furling mechanism. This 
type of power output control system was widely used during the years 1975-1995 for large grid 
connected wind turbines [17]. Unfortunately, the main drawback of this technology is when 
the connection b tween the generator and the grid trips out, the turbine will quickly become 
uncontrollable. Furthermore it will reach runaway rotational speed under insufficient pas ive 
stall design. In addition, the aeroSmart5 is designed to stop through an electromagneti 
safety brake once the control unit detects a too high average power. 
A 20 kW Gazelle wind turbine has been commercialized by Gazelle Wind 1\u·bines Ltd 
[17]. The control of this wind turbine is based on the output power and t he control i 
performed using a Programmable Logic Controller. A low cost induction generator requires 
a simpler control circuitry and such an arrangement cannot be recommended for a small 
low cost induction generator based wind turbine. ENDURANCE Wind 1\1rbines is currently 
testing a prototype of a 3.75 kW induction generator based wind turbine which is expected 
to hit the market by the end of 2007 (www.windwardengineering.com/ Endurance) . Details of 
its control system are still unknown. This research proposes an economical micro-controll r 
based controll r which i easy to program and overcome the problems associated with the 
other controllers. 
The above discussed controllers do not indicate its operation during islanding situation. 
Electrical system islanding occurs when the utility grid is removed but local sources cont inue 
to operate and provide power to local loads [18]. Unintended islanding is a concern primarily 
because it poses a hazard to utility and customer equipment , maintenance personnel and 
the general public [19]. Many techniques have been proposed to prevent islanding caused by 
Distributed Generators [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. As the proposed controller performs 
grid connection/ disconnection based on the generator and grid parameters measurement, 
the controller can easily takes care of islanding situation. Anot her i sue also needs to be 
considered for grid connected wind turbines is t he soft-connection between the grid and wind 
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energy conversion system while achieving proper synchronism. Soft-starters are widely u d 
during the start up of induction motors/ AC motors in different applications [26], [27], [2 ], 
[29], [30],[31], [32] tor duce mechanical stresses on the drive y. tern and electrical stresses on 
the electrical supply. In wind power applications, directly connected squirrel cage in luction 
generator requires to be equipped with soft-starter because wind turbines affect th power 
quality during the process of connecting a wind turbine system to the grid [33], [34] [35], 
[36], [37]. As the inc! uction generator of a fixed-speed wind turbine is directly connected 
to the grid, a soft-starter is used to reduce the inrush current dming connection. A soft-
starter based on semiconductor devices [38], [39], [40], and power resistor [41] are reported in 
literature. Advanced soft-starter based on semiconductor devices are primarily designed for 
large wind turbine and also need to control the firing angle of the oft-starter elements. On 
the other hand power resistor based soft-starter does not require such control. Although a 
power resistor based soft starter is described in [41], their limitation is th current limiting 
period tak n by the external resistor is too long. This research proposed a power resistor 
based soft-starter where current limiting period taken by the resistors is very small, and v ry 
cheap scheme in the context of small grid connected wind turbine. 
Grid connected system, compared with a stand alone system, does not guarantees a back 
up power in situations, when wind availability is low. However, a situation needs to be 
considered for utility connected system is the absence of grid while other sources are sufficient 
to produce enough power. In such situations, it assumes wind generator produ ing power more 
than the consumer demand and grid i not available. The system needs to dump the xcess 
power to a dump load to maintain safe operations of the wind turbine. Such problem is 
also addressed in this research by simultaneous operation of the supervisory controller and 
an electronic load controller. Past studies on electronic load controller are found in [42], 
[43], [44], [45], [46] based on different techniques. Firstly, a rectifier chopper feeding a fixed 
resistive dump load [42], where dump power is controlled by varying the duty cycle of the 
chopper. As choppers receive power from a fixed voltage de source using a rectifier , this 
arrangement can not be recommended for the directly grid connected system. Secondly, an 
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AC controller with a back-to-back thyristors feeding a fixed resistiv dump load where firing 
angle vari s power in the dump load [44], [45], [46] . In a phase ontroll d thyristor-bas cl 
load controller [44], [45], the phase angle of back-to-back connected thyristors is delayed 
from 0 to 1 0 as the consumer load is changed from zero to full load. Due to a delay in 
firing angle, it demands reactive power loading and injects harmoni s in the system. It 
further requir s complicated driver circuits . Another electronic load controller based on anti-
parallel insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) switches are used to cont rol the dump load 
connection and disconnection only [43]. The technique shown in [42] i the only method 
applicable for wind energy applications, where as others [43], [44], [45], [46] are demonstrated 
for micro/ pica hydro applications. This research deals with an alternative technique bas don 
phase control relay to control t he dump load. Proposed arrangement i imple because only 
one signal can operate three phase control relay for three phase system, does not requir any 
driving circuit and afe the syst em from harmonic injection. 
To carry out research on small wind energy conversion system, a ·etup of a controlled 
test environment with steady-state characteristics of the wind turbine is essent ial. Before 
building a real wind turbine it is important to know its expected behavior at varying wind 
conditions and also the effectiveness of various control strategies [4 7]. This can be achieved 
by developing a wind t urbine simulator whi h will reflect the real b havior of a wind turbin . 
The main purpos of wind turbine simulator is to use as an aid to t st real wind patt rn 
variations in designing wind turbine control. Research on the control of wind turbine is 
progressing by implementing the control schemes in a simulator. Th se investigations are 
mainly performed on the 5 kW or more rated wind t urbine [4 ], [49]. Howev r , investigation 
need to be furt h r extended to small grid connected wind turbines (3 kW or le s) to properly 
understand and characterize the behavior and control of such wind turbin to provide clean 
power to the grid. Literature search indicates that a number of WTSs hav been develop d 
to simulate the wind turbine shaft for various purpose. More realistic simulator should hav 
both the steady tate and dynamic characteri tics. Several simulators have been developed 
using steady tate wind turbine models bas d on the power speed characteri t ics [49], [50] 
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[51], torque coefficient based wind turbine model [48], [52], [53], power coefficient and pitch 
angle based wind turbine model [54] . Researchers add dynamic behavior with the model in 
different ways. Elastic model of the turbine shaft [55]; mechanical balance equation [56], 
[57] for the turbine torque; and aerodynamic, oscillatory and dynamic torque to combine the 
wind turbine torque [58], [59] are found in literature. However, passive pitching mechanism 
and/or rotor blade inertia with the wind turbine model can be a more generalized approach 
for a small wind turbine system [60]. This research considers the rotor blade inertia for the 
wind turbine model which assumes the same as the rotor inertia of the DC motor and the 
induction generator. Above discussed simulators ar based on various types of generators. 
Most cases wind turbines are based on permanent magnet type generators or field regulated 
alternators which are primarily designed for stand alone applications. This research extends 
the development of a wind turbine simulator system based on induction generator which is 
the best option for small wind turbine system. 
1.4 Thesis Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is the design and test of an economical micro-controller 
based system controller for a small induction generator based wind turbine that can maintain 
the interconnection between the generator and the grid . It is also required to develop low 
cost system instrumentation for the measurements of the system parameters upon which the 
propo ·e I controller operates. 
1.5 Thesis Contributions 
Followings are the summary of outcomes in this research. 
1. Development of a wind turbine simulator to provide a te t bed for the system controller. 
A discrete PI controller is designed to simulate a separately excited DC motor as wind 
turbine rotor. 
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2. Design and development of a novel micro-controller based system controller for small 
induction generator based grid connected wind turbine. Two different control method-
ologies (current and power feedback) were developed and tested. 
3. Development of instrumentation to measure the system parameters and test the perfor-
mance with the system controller. 
4. Design and development of a novel control system during off-grid operation of the grid 
connected wind turbine. 
5. Design and test of a power resistors based soft-starter for a small induction generator 
based grid connected wind turbine. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
In chapter 2, the development of a small wind turbine simulator is presented. Design of 
a discrete PI controller is also presented which makes sure that the DC motor follows the 
reference torque produced by the wind turbine. A constant and sudd n change in wind 
speed, and also a variable wind speed profile is fed to the wind turbine model during the test 
of simulator. The test results for these conditions are presented here. 
In chapter 3, the selection of wind power generator, system instrumentation, operation 
modes of the controller based on wind speed and grid availability, and also typical installation 
requirements for grid connected systems are presented. The instrumentation for the measure-
ments of voltages and frequencies from the generator and the grid sides, power and current 
flow between the induction generator and the grid are also presented. Instrumentation for 
soft-connection of the wind turbine system to the grid is also presented. A typical installation 
requirement for the grid connection system is also explained in this chapter. 
In chapter 4, the selection of system controller, and its design and implementation issues 
are discussed. The operation of the control sequences in details with flow chart for current, 
speed and power measurements are presented. Phase control relay based electronic load 
controller design and operation is also presented while wind is available but grid is absent. 
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An investigation for implementing power resistor based soft-connection between the generator 
and the grid is al o described. 
In chapter 5, the performance of the micro-controller based system controller and dev l-
oped instrumentation are presented. The algorithms for system connection based on voltages 
and frequency measurements, and system disconnection based on speed current or power 
measurement is explained. An experimental test result for determining the suitable power 
resistors value and also suitable time difference between switching of two relays in soft- tarter 
is presented. The test result of the phase control relay based electronic load controller for volt-
age regulation at the generator terminal is described. The results of the investigations prove 
that the proposed low cost micro-controller based system controller performs successfully for 
connection/disconnection of the system with the grid in different real time situations. 
In conclusions, a summary of the research work in the thesis is presented. The outline of 
the contributions and achievements from this research work are also highlighted in chapter 6. 
The chapter also includes the recommendations for further investigations. 
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Chapter 2 
Small Wind Turbine Simulator 
Objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the development of a wind turbine simulator 
where it can be used to generate the torque output for a given wind dynamics. Such a tool is 
quite important to experiment, as there is no real wind turbine facility availabl to perform 
research. Secondly, it is possible to simulate all types of wind dynamic pa tterns to observe the 
robustness of the controller. Finally, performances of the proposed WTS are also presented 
in this chapter based on the experimental tests at various wind conditions. 
2.1 Introduction 
A WTS is fundamentally a prototype of a practical wind turbine in a laboratory environment . 
Past research on WTSs are described here in a brief. 
A WTE is described in [47] for stand alone application, which consider the furling action 
for varying aerodynamic power of the wind turbine. The shaft torque of the DC motor is 
determined from the armature current, and the parameters of the DC motor were determin d 
by experimentation . A gain scheduled digital PI controller is designed to track the theoretical 
rotational speed of the wind turbine rotor by t he DC motor. A more generalized approach 
WTS design is found in [61]. The proposed DC motor based wind t urbine emulator consists 
of a real time software simulat or and an electromechanical tracking system. This approach 
provides a better flexibili ty to simulate the DC motor eit her in torque control or speed control 
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mode by taking the reference from the used wind turbine model. 
DC motor based WTS by considering tor ional oscillation in the steady state condit ion i · 
described in [59]. A buck converter supplied by a three-phase full-bridg diode rectifi r was 
employed for controlling the armature urrent and consequent ly th torque developed by the 
wind t urbine. This PWM de-de converter ba eel WTE is able to reflect the gradient and the 
tower shadow effects in an effective mann r. 
A WTS using a separately excited DC motor rated at 7.5 kW i present din [55]. Wind 
turbine model based on both the steady state and dynamic behavior is incorporated in thi 
simulator. The steady st at e torque is passed t hrough a thr e mass model which represents 
the wind t urbine, gear box and generator mom nts of inertia and th elastic shafts conn cting 
them. For mechanical power control, pitch angle cont rol method is adopted with the wind 
turbine steady state model. The cont rol i performed by controlling the sp eel of t he separately 
excited DC motor. 
A research by Manwell [62] on a hybrid syst em where the WTE is mainly de igned bas d 
on t he steady state characteristics of the wind turbine. In this work, a D motor has been 
simulated to reflect the wind t urbine behavior and the model of the wind t urbine based on 
power coefficient vs. tip speed ratio curve. Aerodynamic torque of the wind tmbine is used 
as a reference torque which is compared with t he DC motor torque and based on these two 
measurements, the controller determines the torque of the WTE. 
Pierik [63] described a passive pi tching m chanism to the wind turl ine mod 1 where the 
rotor dynamics are included. A separately excited DC motor is employed to ·imulate the wind 
turbine and the motor is controlled using armature current. A flywh el at the motor haft 
t hat represent the inertia of a wind turbine rotor. Based on the differen e of reference torqu 
produced by th wind turbine and the torque given by the motor, the D motor armature 
current is controlled. 
Barrera [5 ]and Battaiotto [56] presented a WTE using a simpler wind turbine model. T he 
DC motor is used to simulate the wind t urbine characteristics by m an of a armature current 
controller . 0 cillatory, aerodynamic and dynamics issues of th wind turbine have been 
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incorporated tor :fl ct the torque dynamics [58]. However, the control trategy is implemented 
using dual DSP board which increases the mulator system cost. 
AC motor bas d WTEs have also found in [49], [50], [51]. In [49], an induction motor 
(IM) which i rated at 125 HP is simulated. The wind turbine mod I is incorporated in the 
PC using static speed vs. power curve and no mechanical control is incorporated with th 
model. At any given wind speed, the operating point of the wind turbine i determined by 
the intersection point of load and turbine characteristics. The feedback from the IM motor 
has taken as torque and speed which determines the required torqu for the wind turl ine. 
The three phas IGBT converter is triggered on the base of the controll d stator current. 
Information about the mechanical power control has not been de crib d. Further re arch 
has been carried out [50], [51] based on the rating of a 10 HP IM and using the same control 
strategy used in [49]. The problem with this research is that it does not represent any small 
wind turbine characteristics which are very significant for the design and development of small 
wind turbine industry. A cascaded mode control task has been implem nted which increase 
the system complexity. 
Pr vious studi on WTS is mainly focu ·ed on 5 kW or more rated wind turbine [4 ] [49]. 
Further research needs to be extended on small wind turbines (3 kW or les ) to effectively 
understand and observe the behavior and to develop control systems of such wind turbines. 
2.2 Wind Energy Conversion Syst em 
A typical wind energy conversion system consists a rotor , which transforms wind energy into 
mechanical power, a transmission system to obtain desired rotational peed of the shaft 
an electrical generator, and finally a control system to produce clean power. A great d a! of 
research has b n carried out to prove the effectiveness of wind energy from large wind energy 
conversion system but unfortunately not much research has b en onducted on small wind 
energy generation sy tems. Wind turbine system can be classified in a number of ways. 
1. According to the rotational axis of the rotor 
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• Horizontal axis 
• Vertical axi ·. 
2. According to the ize and capacity 
• Small wind turbine 
• Larg wind t urbine 
3. According to their speed of rotation 
• Fix d speed wind turbine 
• Variable speed wind turbine 
The horizontal axis wind turbine (who e rotational axis i parall l to the wind) is shown 
in Figure 2.1(a) and the vertical axis wind turbine (whose rotational axis is p rpendicular to 
the wind) is shown in Figure 2.1(b) [60]. In addition, the wind turbin rotor can be propell d 
either by drag forces or by aerodynamic lift. The horizontal or vertical axis drag based de ign 
operate with low speed and high torque, which can be useful mainly for grinding grains and 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1: Horizontal and Vertical a..'Cis wind turbin 
pumping water. On the other hand, the horizontal and vertical axis lift based designs operate 
with high speed and low torque and are suitable for electricity generation. A wind turbine 
ystem can be classified as small or large depending on the rotor diameter, and capacity 
of generator. A typical configuration and design aspect of small and large wind turbines is 
shown in Table 2.1. The most useful classification in wind turbine industry is based on spee I. 
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Table 2 1: Typical comparison of small and large wind turbines 
Criteria Small Large 
Power 0 "' 100kW 660k W "' 2MW + 
Diameter 1r--.~7m 10r--.~100m 
Hub height "'30m r--.~130m 
Over speed control Furling control, Pitch to stall, 
mechanism Flapping control, pitch to feather 
Passive pitching control, 
Load control 
Generator DC Alternator, Induction generator 
Permanent Magnet Synchronous generator 
alternator, Induction 
generator[64] 
Application Home, Farms, Central station wind farm, 
Remote application Community wind 
Wind turbines can operate with either fixed-speed or variable-speed. In a fixed-speed large 
wind turbine, the generator (induction generator) is directly connected to the grid. However, 
net-metering laws have currently been adopted in many parts of North America [65] that 
increases the public interest on small induction generator based grid connected wind energy 
conversion system [64]. One disadvantage of a fixed speed wind turbine is that the turbulence 
of the wind will result in power fluctuations, and thus affect the power quality of the grid [66]. 
In a variable-speed wind turbine, the generator is controlled by power electronic equipment, 
which makes it possible to control the rotor speed so that power fluctuations caused by wind 
variations can be more or less absorbed by changing the rotor speed [67]. However, controlling 
of variable-sp e l wind turbine is complex and increases the system cost compare to the higher 
production. 
Small wind turbine systems can be tied to the grid or it can work isolated. One of the 
major issues of small WECS is to design a control system for monitoring the real situation 
for connecting/disconnecting the wind turbine system to the grid. As far as the concern of 
small grid connected wind turbine system, the output voltage fluctuations of the wind turbine 
system will not be affected due to the load flow changes. Due to the stochastic nature of the 
wind, wind gradient and tower shadow effect may contribute to inducing flicker in a grid 
connected wind turbine; however, the phenomenon requires attention, particularly in small 
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wind turbine connected to the grid. A typical arrangement of a grid connected small wind 
energy conversion system shown in Figure 2.2 consists of a wind turbine, a generator, power 
electronic circuitry and a control system to maintain the grid connection/disconnection with 
the system at various conditions. A battery arrangement may be needed for a small grid 
connected wind energy conversion system to provide back up power for the instrumentation 
while grid is not available. 
Power J=j:;:::;:::::j ElecLronics l-...,......l....-.1 
Circuitry 
Wind turbine 
1 Interconnection system 
Grid 
Figure 2.2: Small grid connected wind energy conversion system 
2.3 Basic Outline of Wind Turbine Simulator 
The generic configuration of a WTS evolves with a PC where the model and characteristics of 
the wind turbine are written either in high or low level language, a motor drive to represent the 
rotor of wind turbine, feedback mechanism from the drive and power electronics to control 
the drive. The drive is coupled with the generator which converts the mechanical energy 
produced by the wind turbine to the electrical energy. A typical configuration of a WTS 
is shown in Figure 2.3. The key part of feedback mechanism is data acquisition card. The 
feedback signal is generally acquired by a PC through analog to digital converter and the 
signal for driving the power electronics quipment comes from th PC through digital to 
analog converter. Literature search has shown t hat all the components in a WTS are similar 
except the sele tion of motor drives to simulate the wind turbine rotor. Different issues are 
considered for the use of an AC or a DC drives as wind turbine rotor in pa t. Before 1980, 
DC drives had significant advantages over other types of AC drives for adjustable speed drive 
application. Currently, AC drives are attracted due to the benefit of low cost and little 
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or no maintenance in contrast to a DC drive. In addition, DC drive may be bulky and 
cost ly. However, speed or torque control of AC drive is more complex and requires expensive 
power electronics compare to DC drive. The other problem is that the AC drives are not 
suitable to operate below 1/ 3 of its base speed i. e., it will not properly reflect the actual wind 
turbine characteristics below 1/ 3 of its base speed. On the contrary, the DC drive is easy to 
understand and it has precise torque and speed control properties without sophisticated power 
electronics. Also in a DC motor, the torque and speed can be controlled directly by controlling 
the armature current and voltage respectively. It also nicely performs under variable speed 
cases. Moreover, the cost of the controlling equipment is lower than in the case of AC drives. 
The above explained reasons motivate this research to choose DC motor to reflect as the wind 
turbine rotor. The proposed wind turbine simulator provides the controllable wind turbine 
torque by controlling the speed of the DC motor. Most of the WTSs based on DC drive are 
controlled by the armature current [52], [56], [63] and few are controlled by armature voltage 
[48]. 
Feedback 
arrangement 14-- ----L---------t_-----=---
Figure 2.3: Basic outline of a wind turbine simulator 
2.4 Proposed Wind Turbine Simulator 
Wind turbine is a highly nonlinear system because of erratic nature of wind. In order to 
intensify the research and development on wind t urbine system controls, it is important to 
better understand the steady state behavior of wind turbines. 
In this thesis, a separately excited DC motor is simulated to reflect the characteristics 
of a 3 kW wind turbine. The DC motor is simulated as a fixed pitch horizontal axis wind 
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turbine which follows the theoretical rotational torque of the wind turbine rotor. Inertia of 
the DC motor and induction generator is considered as the inertia of the wind turbine rotor. 
A PC based steady state wind turbine model is used in this research. Aerodynamic torque of 
the wind turbine is calculated from the rotational speed of the DC motor using wind turbine 
model equations which is considered as the reference torque of the WTS. The torque at the 
shaft of the DC motor is acquired by feedback mechanism. Based on the reference torque and 
the torque produced by the motor, the DC motor armature voltage is controlled via a phase 
control relay. A discrete PI controller is designed which makes sure that the actual rotational 
speed of the motor is same as that of wind turbine rotor. The basic outline of a small WTS 
propo eel in this research is shown in Figure 2.4. 
circ uilry 
Rotational torque feedback 
Rotational speed feed buck 
CurTcnt feedback 
Voltage feedback 
Figure 2.4: Proposed WTS representation 
2.4.1 Modeling of Wind Turbine 
In general, the wind turbine model defines the output characteristics of the wind turbine as 
well a its failure and repair processes [68]. Mathematical modeling of a wind turbine system 
is well understood and studied extensively [8], [9], [69], [70]. The model is developed based 
on the desired output characteristics. In this work, the desired output from the wind turbine 
model is torque and the wind turbine simulator, which is coupled with a self excited induction 
generator (SEIG) is designed. 
The wind turbine is characterized by the non-dimensional curves of coefficient of perfor-
mances such as (a) torque coefficient Cq, or (b) power coefficient Cp, as a function of tip speed 
ratio .A. The aerodynamic model of the wind turbine rotor in this research is based on the 
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Cq vs. A curve. The Cq vs. A curve is very useful in modeling of a wind turbine, because the 
wind turbine torque is not zero even if the rotor is at standstill [71]. 
The actual mechanical power at the output of the wind turbine rotor can be expressed as 
\Nhere, 
p = air density in kgjm3 
A = area swept out by the turbine blades in m 2 
Uw = wind velocity in m/ sec 
(2.1) 
Cp(A) = dimensionless power coefficient and is a function of tip sp eed ratio (A). Tip speed 
ratio (A) is the ratio of linear speed of the tip of blades to the rotational speed of wind turbine. 
It can be expressed as follows [72] 
Where, 
Wm= angular velocity of the turbine rotor in rad/ sec 
Rt = radius of the rotating turbine in m 
The average torque produced by the wind turbine is given by 
Combining equation (2.1) and (2.3), 
T _ Pmech av -
Wm 
T av = 0.5pAu;,Cp(A) 
Wm 
Substituting equation(2.2) into (2.4), 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
or, 
(2.6) 
Where, 
Cq = torque coefficient and can be expressed as the ratio of power coefficient and tip speed 
ratio i.e. c,~>.) . 
The torque coefficient Cq vs. tip speed ratio .A curve is shown in Figure 2.5. The following 
equation characterizes the relationship between the torque coefficient and tip speed ratio. 
Cq = -0.02812 + 0.038576>.- 0.0045912.A2+0.0001489.A3 (2.7) 
0.0 
10 12 14 
Figure 2.5: Torque coefficient versus tip speed ratio curve 
2.4.2 Ex pected Rotor Torque for t he Wind Turbine Simulator 
The r ference torque for the wind turbine simulator is defined by the above described wind 
turbine model equation. The gear ratio is used to obtain the wind turbine rotor speed from 
the speed of DC motor. The acquired wind turbine rotor speed is fed to the wind turbine 
model equation to calculate the theoretical torque of the wind turbine. From equation 2.6 
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the reference torque can be expressed as 
(2.8) 
2.4.3 Recursive Control Algorithm for the Wind Turbine Simula-
tor 
PI/ PID controller is a well established and extensively used control algorithm for many ap-
plications because of ease of implementation and requires less computing power. However , 
the discrete form of the control algorithm is important for implementation in a PC. The time 
domain PID controller equation can be expressed as [73] 
[ 
1 t de(t)] 
u(t) = K e(t)+ TI Jo e(T)dT + TD----;]t 
Where, 
u(t) = output of the controller at any instant t 
e(t) = error between expected and actual output 
J( = gain which is equal to proportional gain of the PID controller 
T1 = Integration time of the controller 
TD = Derivative time of the controller 
(2.9) 
For small sampling time T0 , the above time domain controller equation can be converted 
to equivalent discrete form by approximating the integral and derivative term. The digit ized 
form of PID controller equation can be written as 
u(t) ~ K [ e(k)+ ~; t, e(i - I )+ i: (e(k) - e(k - ! )) ] (2 .10) 
Where, 
k = discrete Lime ::;Lep 
e( k - 1) = error occurs in previous step 
This is a non-recursive control algorithm. For the information of a sum, all past errors e(k) 
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have to be stored. This algorithm is called position algorithm. However , recursive algorithms 
are more uitable for programming on computers. Recursive algorithms are characterize I by 
the calculation of the current manipulated variable u(k) based on the previous manipulated 
variable u(k- 1) and correction terms. By considering the previous manipulated variall 
from kth step, equation (2.10) can written as 
or , 
[ 
T k-
1 
T l 
u(k - 1) = J( e(k - 1) + T; ~ e(i- 1) + £ (e(k)- e(k - 1)) (2.11 ) 
Combining equation (2.10) and (2 .11) 
u(k)- u(k- 1) = J( [e(k)- e(k- 1) + ;; e(k- 1) + ~ (e(k)- 2e(k- 1)- e(k - 2))] 
(2.12) 
u(k) - u(k - 1) = poe(k) + p1e(k- 1) + p2e(k- 2) (2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2. 16) 
It can be noted from equation 2.13 that the current change in the control variable is 
calculated based on current manipulated variable and previous manipulated variable. This 
algorithm is called velocity algorithm. This algorithm has the following advantages over the 
positional algorithm. 
• Suitable for computer aided design 
• The previous control can be set to any reasonable arbitrary value which makes it easier 
to tune 
• It has the anti integral wind up property because it never uses the summations of errors 
to calcula te the contribution of the integral term 
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Selection of Controller 
PI controller is chosen as the WTS controller because of its simplicity and the nature of the 
system. In PID controller, the derivative control gain might be affected by the noise from 
the electrical systems and interfacing circuitry. The PI controller has the ability to make 
the steady state error zero, easy to implement and tune. Therefore , the controller equation 
summarized in 2.13 can be rearranged by eliminating derivative term as follows. 
u(k)- u(k- 1) = poe(k) + p1 e(k- 1) (2.17) 
or , 
u(k) = u(k- 1) + p0 e(k) + p1e(k- 1) (2 .1 ) 
where, 
Po= K (2.19) 
(To . ) P1 = K- -1 TI (2.20) 
2.4.4 Implementation of Wind Turbine Simulator 
In order to implement the above described WTS, several i sues are considered. To calcu-
late the reference torque of the WTS, it is required to acquire the speed information of the 
DC motor shaft. The feedback mechanism is implemented using a miniLAB 1008 1/0 card , 
and calibration equations for speed and torque sensors are det ermine l. The miniLAB 1008 
DAQ is an accurate, powerful, low-cost, USB-based dat a acquisition instrument featuring 8 
single-ended or 4 differential 12-bit analog inputs, two 10-bit analog outputs, 32 total DIO 
bits (4 through screw terminals, 28 through a connector) , and an event counter. Basically, 
the feedback signal is acquired by the PC through analog-to-digital converter and the sig-
nal for driving the power electronic circuitry comes from the PC through digital-to-analog 
converter. Amplifier and fi lter are used in conjunction with the current and voltage sensors. 
The controller output triggers the phase-controlled relay to obtain t he controlled variable DC 
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voltage for the DC motor. A bridge rectifier is used to rectify the output of phase controlled 
relay. 
Instrumentation for Wind Thrbine Simulator 
Figure 2.6 bows the instrumentation of the developed WTS. The field of DC motor is excited 
by a single phase supply using a bridge rectifier and a series power resistor. The output of 
IOOohm 
Figure 2.6: Wind turbine simulator instrumentation 
the speed sensor is an AC signal which passes through RMS to DC converter. T he DC 
output is then passed through a differential amplifier. The output of t he differential amplifier 
is acquired by the PC using Minilab 1008 I/0 analogue to digital converter. A calibration 
equation between speed and corresponding voltage at the sensor output is determin d and 
used in PC to obtain the rotational speed of the DC motor shaft . Torque sensor output is 
fed to a high gain instrumentat ion amplifier because of low output of the sensor . The output 
voltage is then sent to PC through analogue to digital converter. The P C sends a control 
signal through digital to analogue channel of the I/ 0 card to trigger the phase control relay. 
Output of the pha.se control relay is then passed through a bridge rectifier and applied aero s 
the armature of the DC motor. The armature control voltage is passed through a fuse to avoid 
unexpected situations. Required power supply for the instrumentation is obtained using a 
power supply unit . The photograph of the WTS instrumentation is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Photograph of the wind turbine simulator instrum ntation 
Calibration Equations for Interfacing 
Acquiring speed and torque information from the DC motor was done using ensors, interfac-
ing I/0 card and electronic circuitry. The output of each sensor was in voltage. Therefore 
voltage corresponding speed and torque values were obtained using calibration equations. 
A speed sensor was connected to the shaft of the DC motor to generat a voltage orre-
sponding to the rotational speed. The output voltage of the speed sensor was sent to analogue 
channel of the ADC which takes the bipolar lOY as its input. Therefore, calibration equation 
was determined so that the full range speed (0-2900 RPM) of the DC motor r present the 
bipolar lOY. Several input voltages for the armature were ent from PC and corresponding 
speed was recorded. A curve fitting technique was used in MATLAB to obtain the calibration 
equation. The actual data and the approximate model are shown in 2.8, and the calibrat d 
equation was 
Rotational Speed = (154.17 x Vs) + 135 .3 rev /min (2.21) 
A torque sensor was attached to the shaft of the DC motor. The calibration equation 
between the output voltage of the torque sensor and the torque at the DC motor shaft was 
given into [74] . The calibration equation was 
Torque = (Vrs - 0.28) x 1.4546 (2.22) 
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Figure 2.8: Rotational speed vs. output voltage of the speed sensor 
Where, 
Vrs = Torque sensor output voltage 
Tuning Method of the Controller 
Controller tuning is the way of selecting the controller parameters to meet given p rforman e 
specifications. A well known Ziegler- ichol's (ZN) closed loop tuning method is cho en in 
this research because the output of the system exhibits sustained oscillations for whatever 
value of the proportional controller. A closed-loop system is also able to regulate itself in the 
presence of disturbance or variations in its own characteristics. The following steps are taken 
while tuning controller using ZN method [73]: 
• start controller with a low gain 
• gradually increase the gain, until the oscillations start 
• adjust the gain to make the oscillations continue with a constant amplitude 
• Record the gain (ultimate gain, Ku) and period (ultimate period, Pu)· The gain at 
which the oscillations continue with constant amplitude is called ultimate gain 
The above described tuning method is done experimentally and calculated the ultimate 
gain and period. The Table 2.2 and the calculated ultimate gain and period are used to obtain 
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Table 2.2: Ziegler-Nichols tuning rule based on ultimate gain and ultimate period 
Controller K T1 T D 
PI 0 
the preliminary guess value of the PI controller. Flow chart of the PI control algorithm to 
simulate the DC motor is shown in Figure 2.9. 
_____ L __ 
J Calculfllio~f ~,ntrol , ·nlue J 
Figure 2.9: Flow diagram of the implemented control algorithm 
Flow Diagram of WTS Control 
At a glance, the above described wind turbine simulator can be represented in a flow chart. 
Flow diagram explanation for the proposed WTS is implemented in PC using VISUAL BASIC 
(VB) 5.00 is shown in Figure 2.10. In VB, a command prompt window (shown in appendix 
A) provides all information, while the entire code executes under that window. Initialization 
is an important for developing computer algorithm. The controller parameters with sampling 
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time and wind turbine constants are initialized at the very beginning. The output of the 
tacho generator and torque sensor was feedback via ADC channels of the USB I/ 0 card. Two 
analogue channels of the I/0 card are used to acquire these voltages. Calibration equation 
were determined and set into the program which is used to calculate the actual speed and 
torque information. Speed of the DC motor, and wind speed from a file were used to calculate 
the tip speed ratio which is fed to equation 2.5 to calculate the torque coefficient. After cal-
culating torque coefficient, reference torque is determined using equation 2.8. The cliff renee 
between the reference torque and the feedback torque was then sent to PI controller. Th 
PI controller tried to minimize the error and sent the control value via DAC channel of the 
USB I/ 0 card to trigger the pha.c;e control relay. The rectified output of the phase control 
relay is then applied to the armature of the DC motor. The sampling time of the controller 
is determined by observing the total time to execute the loop. The input to the program 
was provided from a wind data file and the output was also recorded in a file. As the digital 
to analogue channels of USB I/ 0 card only take 0-lOV as its input, a voltage limiter was 
introduced in the program to obtain the final control variable within that limit. The details 
programming code implemented for WTS is given in appendix A. 
2.5 Wind Turbine Simulator Test Results 
The proposed WTS is implemented and tested in the energy systems lab at Memorial Univer-
sity of ewfoundland. In this test, a fixed pitch horizontal-axis turbine has b en programmed 
in the WTS and it is coupled to a self excited four pole IG. This type of g nerator is par-
ticularly appropriate for grid connected operation, because they generate constant frequency 
and voltage while operating over a small rotational speed range. A discrete PI controller has 
been designed that controls the DC motor in such a way that its shaft behaves as a wind tur-
bine rotor and provides a controllable torque. The control code was implemented in VISUAL 
BASIC 5.00 and the starting inrush in the armature current of the DC motor was controlled 
by programming which reduces the need of any extra circuitry. The performance of the WTS 
was tested using constant and step change in wind speed , and variable speed wind profile. 
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Print rcs\llts 
Figme 2.10: Flow diagram for the developed WTS control code 
2.5.1 R esults for Constant and Step change in Wind Speed 
To reflect the wind turbine characteristics is the main challenge for developing and testing 
WTS in the laboratory environment. Practically, wind turbine starts to rotate and produces 
power at the shaft , whenever wind flows through a rotor plane and as long as the flow remains. 
The flow may be either constant or suddenly changed. So a developed WTS should be able 
to follow the theoretical torque of the rotor for a specific wind speed or a sudden change in 
the wind speed. To examine this performance, a constant and a sudden change in the wind 
speed profile was fed to the wind turbine model. The test result for a constant and a sudden 
change in the wind speed profile is shown in Figure 2.11. For t=O to 300 seconds, a constant 
wind speed 7 m/s was fed to the model and a step change in the wind speed is occurred 
at t = 300 seconds. In Figure 2.11 , the upper trace implies the reference torque produced 
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Figure 2.11: Reference and actual torque for constant wind speed (7 m/s) and a step hange 
from 7 m/s to 8 m js. 
by the wind turbine model and lower trace indicates the actual torque of the simulator. In 
both cases, either a constant speed or a step change in speed, the actual torque reached the 
orresponding reference value by 2 minutes. The settling time is higher because of the iner tia 
of the DC motor and the generator. The figure 2.11 also shows the step change in wind speed 
t hat was fed to the wind turbine model. 
2.5.2 Results for Variable Wind Speed Profile 
Due to the erratic nature of wind, another t est was carried out by feeding variable wind sp eel 
profile to evaluat e the WTS performance. This test is more significant to reflect the wind 
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Figure 2.12: Simulated torque output with the variation in the wind speed 
turbine characteristics properly into the developed WTS while wind speed varies randomly. 
Variable wind speed was given as the input to the wind turbine model results in higher/ lower 
reference torque. Figure 2.12 shows the actual torque and corresponding reference torque 
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Figure 2.13: Variation in the wind speed profile fed to the wind turbine model luring WTS 
testing 
produced by the turbine shaft for the variation in wind speed. The DC motor actual torque 
is about same as the reference torque after two minutes of the wind speed change. The change 
in the wind speed was every 5 minutes. Figure 2.13 shows the variation in the wind speed 
that was fed to the wind turbine model. A discrete PI controller was designed that controls 
the DC motor in such a way that its shaft behaves as a wind turbine rotor and provides a 
controllable torque. A Z closed loop tuning method described in section (Tuning method of 
the controller) is used to obtain the primary guess about the value of controller parameters. 
After some trial and error t he best parameter values of the controller was found. 
2.6 Summary 
Design, development and test results of a WTS are presented in this chapter. Simulation of 
DC motor as a wind turbine rotor is performed by designing a discrete PI controller. The 
developed WTS produces the steady-state characteristics of a given wind turbine at various 
wind onditions. The performances of the wind turbine simulator are investigated using a 
constant wind speed, a step change in the wind speed and a variable wind speed profile. The 
experimental results prove the ability of WTS to vary the DC motor torque same as wind 
turbine rotor would do. 
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Chapter 3 
Control Modes and System 
Instrumentations 
In the past few years, increased penetration of wind energy into electrical power systems has 
made the latter dependent on the wind energy production. In addition, future wind turbines 
must b able to replace conventional power stations, and thus be active and controllable 
elements in the power supply network [39] . Obviously, interaction of wind turbines with 
electrical power-grids is becoming more significant. Therefore, it is important to develop 
control system in order to investigate all the aspects related to the interaction between wind 
turbines and the power grid both during normal operation and during grid faults. Currently, 
small grid connected wind turbine system is becoming very attractive due to net-metering 
laws. Control system for small grid connected wind turbine is also important to maintain 
the grid interaction with the system in different condit ions. Reliable operation of the control 
system is required to operate at different modes of operation. The objective of this chapter 
is to show the construction of the controller that has the capability to operate at differ nt 
modes of operations. This chapter also shows the system instrumentation in details for the 
measurements of the system parameters. 
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3.1 Introduction 
During the past , everal controllers have been developed to operate small grid connected wind 
turbines. Such a controller is important for the turbine to operate safely and also to supply 
clean power into the grid. The system controllers are used for small grid connected wind tur-
bines have already discussed in system controller section . Controller designed by ENERTECH 
company connects the ENERTECH wind turbine to the grid only when the induction mo-
tor is working as a generator, and disconnects when it works as a motorized fan [15]. The 
controller designed by ENERTECH only operates in grid connected mode and there is no 
clarification about the controller operation while grid is absent . System controller designed 
by "SMA Technologie' for small wind energy converter "aerosmart5" controls t he system op-
eration [16]. The wind energy converter is controlled and connected to the grid by means of 
a specially developed microprocessor system, with the control unit responsible for generator 
switch over , braking, grid interconnection and booster loads. System cap ability for decentral-
ize applications is achieved through parallel operation with SMA's "Sunny Island" bat tery 
power converter which controls voltage as well as frequency and rotational speed depending 
on its configura tion. A 20 kW Gazelle wind turbine is commercialized by Gazelle Wind Tur-
bines Ltd [17] . The control of this wind turbine is done using a PLC which can operate both 
in grid connected and stand-alone mode. Such an arrangement is not suitable for small low 
cost wind turbine due to the high cost of PLC. In addition, the above di cussed controll r · 
are for 5kW or more rated wind turbine system. ENDURA CE Wind 1\trbines is currently 
testing a prototype of a 3. 75 kW induction generator based wind turbine which is expect d to 
be available a t the market by t he end of 2007 (www.windwardengineering.com/Endurance). 
Details of its control system are still unknown. Therefore, an extended research and investi-
gations are still required to design controller for 3kW or less rated wind turbines. Moreover, 
some of the above described controllers do not mention about the controller operation in 
grid unavailability while wind is enough to producing power. In this research a cost effective 
micro-controller based control system is proposed for small induction generator based wind 
turbine. Such a controller can operate the system in two different modes which increases 
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the system efficiency. (a) Availability of wind with grid, and (b) availability of wind without 
grid are categorized as two main modes of operation for the controller. The system controller 
operates in two modes based on the measurement of voltages, speed , frequenci s, power , and 
current flow between the generator and the grid. A low cost and reliable measuring circuitry 
is designed to determine the system parameters. Low cost is very significant for small system 
and reliability for the measuring unit is also required for avoiding unexpected operation of 
the controller. In a simplest option it can operate the wind turbine only on the power m a-
surem nt basis. This chapter describes the control modes of the proposed micro-controll r 
based system controller and the design of low cost parameters measuring instrumentations 
and installation issues for grid interaction. 
3.2 Choice of Wind Power Converter 
Literature search indicates that a number of wind turbines are designed based on permanent 
magnet generator or field regulated alternators. A very common application of such wind 
turbines is battery charging and they are primarily designed for stand alone applications. Such 
wind turbines may be connected to the grid using commercially available grid t ie inverters, in 
combination with a charge controller, a battery bank and dump load. However, this idea is not 
cost effective mainly due to the associated costly power electronics, batteri s and additional 
maintenance requirement of the battery bank [64] . An IG based wind turbine that me ts 
all the requirements of the IEEE 1547 standard would be the better option for households. 
Several basic principles of generating electricity with wind energy and induction mach ines 
could be con ·idered [75]. Firstly, adjustable speed wind generators which are very common 
in the modern wind energy conversion system because it provides low mechanical stress on all 
parts of the wind turbine, reduced power fluctuations in the grid, improved system effi ien y 
and reduced noise emission in a ll weather conditions. Secondly, doubly fed induction ma hine 
is becoming more common in wind power generation. Currently, 70% of the commercial 
wind turbine are equipped with doubly fed induction machines. This kind of wind power 
generating system reduces the converter cost compared to the full inline converter since it is 
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rated for only 30% of the total power of the generator. Moreover it also reduces the co t of 
emc-filter due to the lower power consumption. Although the doubly feel induction-generators 
have con id rably greater speed variation for optimum efficiency [76], such systems require a 
complex control methodology as it is operated in variable wind speed . On the other hand, a 
squirrel cage induction machine with a gear box could b e directly coupled wi th the grid that 
is operated a t fixed wind speed. The major benefit of this concept is simple construction of 
the wind turbine system with very low investment and maintenance costs. Power converter 
is not required which reduces the system cost and increases the conversion efficiency for this 
system . The first two strategies are not suitable for small wind turbine system becaus of 
system complexity and cost issues. Therefore, this research has focused on a fixed speed 
self-excited induction generator based wind turbine syst em which is ra ted at 3 kW. Squirrel-
cage induction machines (either generators or motors) have rugged construction; these are 
simple, reliable, cheap , and require minimum maintenance [77], [12], [78] . Furt hermore, self 
excited induction generator can perform well under a small increase in speed from their rated 
value clue to saturation and also due to the nonlinear relation between t he rate of increase of 
the generated voltage and the speed [79]. In addition , it has the self protection mechanism 
because the voltage collapse when there is a short circuit at its t erminals [79]. 
3.3 Control Modes 
The performance of the controller depends on its operational mode i.e. the issues covered 
by the controller opera tion. Control for a wind power generating system can be considered 
as the machine control and the system control. System controller of a small wind turbine 
system should also take care while grid is off but the wind t urbine is producing power. T hus 
some new challenges in designing controller of such a syst em are the connection/ disconn ction 
to t he power grid, reasonable voltage regulation during off grid operation , and autonomou 
operations under grid failure. The entire operation of t he control system is divided into two 
major modes. 
1. Grid-connected mode 
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2. Off-grid mode 
3.3.1 Grid-connect ed mode 
In grid connected control mode, basically all the available power that can be extracted from 
the wind is transferred to the grid. This mode depends on the availability of the wind and 
the grid. The structure of grid connected control mode is shown in Figure 3.1 which consists 
of wind turbine, gear box, self-excited induction generator, controller, and soft-starter. The 
1---+-r-~ Sofl-starter 
Wind turbine 
Figure 3.1: Grid-connected control mode 
wind availability can be classified as (a) low wind speed, (b) wind that can produce power at 
the grid voltage and frequency, (c) wind speed beyond the rated value, and (d) too high wind 
speed. According to the output power curve of a typical wind turbine, generator does not 
produce power if the wind is either less than the cut-in speed or more than the cut-off speed. 
At low wind speed which is more t han cut-in speed but less than the speed need to produce 
power at the grid voltage and frequency, the generator produces power with the lower voltage 
and frequency than the grid is needed. Wind speed is such that t he generator produces power 
at the more or le s same voltage and frequency of the grid. At wind speed beyond the rated 
speed, the output voltage and frequency of the wind power generating system is higher than 
that of the grid. To control the output voltage and frequency of the wind turbine system at 
this situation, aerodynamic control is essential which has not been considered in this res arch. 
At very high wind speed, it is more important to safe operation of the wind turbine rather 
than generating power. Such a situation could be maintained using electromagnetic safety 
brake or electronically operated hydraulic brake which is assumed for this research. The other 
issue for grid connected mode is the availability of the grid which may be either a weak or a 
strong grid . 
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In thi mode, the system controller fun tions while wind is low and enough to proclu 
power at the grid voltage and frequency with the presence of grid. The ontroller can al o 
function while wind speed is beyond the rated speed if the y tem i designed with the 
aerodynamic ontrol. The system controller always monitors the generator terminal voltage 
and frequency, as well as the grid voltage and frequency at the available wind speed. While the 
generator and the grid parameters are matched, the system controller onnects the generator 
to the grid via soft-starter. Once it is connected to the grid, the ontroller keeps checking 
current or power flow between the gen rator and the grid or the sp ed of the generator. 
Depending on one of these parameters the controller disconnects the system from the grid. 
Basically, the controller detects the generator operating mode that whether it is in motoring 
mode or in generating mode based on either current or power flow b tween the wind turbine 
system and the grid, or the speed of the generator. The control strategy is implemented on a 
development platform consisting of a wind turbine simulator bas d on a peripheral interface 
micro-controller. 
3.3.2 Off-grid Mode Design 
In off-grid control mode, the power gen rat d by the wind power gen rating system needs 
to be transferred to the consumer load and the output voltages al o n ed to be controlled 
in terms of amplitude. This control mode is defined by the uncertainty of the grid whil 
wind is availal 1 to produce power. Grid uncertainty occurs when grid does not exist. The 
structure of th off-grid control mode is shown in figure 3.2 and it con ists of wind power 
generator system controller, soft-starter, phas control relay based electroni PI controller to 
regulate the voltage at the dump load terminal and the dump load. In this mode the system 
controller and the phase control relay based electronic PI controller work simultaneously. The 
system controller performs both in grid-connected mode and off-grid mo le whereas electronic 
PI controller works only in off-grid mode. Suppose wind turbine is generating power and 
after checking the system parameters, the system controller connect the generator to the 
grid via power resistor based soft-starter. Once it is connected to the grid , the controller 
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Figure 3.2: Off-grid control mode 
keeps monitoring the voltages at the grid side and either power or current flow between the 
generator and the grid. In case of the grid failure or in off-grid situation , the grid voltage 
read by the system controller is zero. Once the system controller receives zero voltage from 
the grid side, the controller disconnects the wind power generating system from the grid 
and sends a control value to the normally open solid state relay to connect the system to a 
dump load. After connecting the dump load, electronic PI controller regulates the amplitude 
of the voltage at the dump load terminal. Wind availability needs to be considered while 
electronic voltage regulator is working. At this stage the system controller keeps ch eking 
the generator terminal voltage, frequency and also the grid availability. While the generator 
terminal voltage is too low due to the lack of wind , the system controller will send a control 
value to the relay placed between the generator and dump load to disconnect the generating 
system from dump load otherwise keeps the system connected to the dump load. The relay 
used for this purpose is normally open solid state relay. While the grid is recover d the 
system controller again checks the synchronizing conditions. If conditions are met, the system 
ontroller disconnects the wind turbine system from the dump load and connects to the grid. 
Phase control relay based electronic controller is chosen for voltage regulation because of ea 
of implementation. A single control value can control the three phase control relays used in 
three different phases. This control strategy also keeps the wind turbine system free from 
islanding situation. Islanding of a grid connected wind turbine generator system occurs when 
a section of the utility system containing such generator is disconnected from the main utility, 
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but the generat ors still continue to energize the utility lines in the isolated section. Situation 
may occur in the proposed system while wind is enough to produce power but the grid is 
absent . The proposed controller has the ability to detect the grid failure and switch over the 
system operation in stand alone mode, hence islanding situation will never occur. 
While the generator is connect ed to the grid, the instrumentations and micro-controller is 
powered by the grid voltage. In off-grid control mode the instrumentations and controller may 
be powered by the generator terminal voltage and a small battery backup system. When the 
wind is too low at this mode, the generator will not be generating voltage however the system 
instrumentation and controller still needed power to keep it active and monitor the system 
parameters. To resolve this issue, a small battery back up power supply unit is proposed and 
designed for this control mode. 
3.4 System Instrumentation 
A low cost instrumentation is designed for measuring the parameters of t he small grid con-
nected wind t urbine system. Block diagrams of t he proposed instrumentation is shown in 
Figure 3.3 and 3.4. The measurement system shown in Figure 3.3 consists of voltage sensors, 
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the system instrumenta tion during grid connected mode 
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current sensor, power measuring unit, frequency to voltage converter, soft-starter, and relay 
driving circuitry. Voltage sensors are placed both at the generator and grid sides. The current 
flow between t he generator and grid is measured by using a miniature series current ensor. In 
power measuring unit , a four quadratic multiplier is attached in order to determine th power 
flow between t he generator and grid. Voltage and current are the inputs to the multiplier 
which are acquired by voltage and current sensor. Frequency to voltage converter circuitry is 
designed to measure the frequency at both the generator terminal and the grid side. A power 
resistor based soft-starter is designed to achieve the soft connection between the generator 
and the grid. Soft-starter consists of three power resistors each in series with each line in 
combination with two relays. Transistors based relay driving circuit is designed to drive the 
relay of the soft-starter. A lOA protection circuit breaker (CB) is used in between soft-starter 
and grid. All measuring units are directly or indirectly connected to the PIC micro-controller. 
The measurement system shown in Figure 3.4 consists of a back up power supply unit for 
Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the system instrumentation for off-grid mode 
off-grid control mode, an electronic PI controller based on phase control relay, a technique for 
acquiring feedback and reference signal for the PI controller, including the measuring units 
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mentioned in F igure 3.3. The back up power supply provides power for the instrumentation 
circui try and micro-controller while the wind is too low. An electronic cont roller is designed 
using operational amplifier which sends the control variable to the phase control relay. The 
phase control relay takes 2-lOV DC at its input and provides the AC output voltage rated at 
120/ 240V and 25A. The feedback mechanism is performed using volt age sensor, peak detector 
and low pass filter. 
3.4.1 Voltage Measurements 
Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) show t he measuring circuitry of the generator terminal and grid side 
voltage in RMS value. Two volt age sensors are used to sense the generator and grid side 
Power grid line 
R,. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.5: Volt age measurement at the generator and the grid terminal 
voltages. EI type 230/9V t ransformers are used as the voltage sensor which is encapsulated , 
short circuit proof and has optimum price/performance ratio. Primary winding is connected 
between the two lines both at the generator terminal and grid sides. The output of t he 
secondary winding of the volt age sensor is passed through a voltage divider to provide a 
small magnitude signal at the input of the root-mean-square (RMS) t o DC converter. AD636 
is used as a RMS to DC converter which is a low power and low cost monolithic IC. The 
AD636 computes the t rue RMS of a complex AC (or AC plus DC) input signal and gives an 
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equivalent DC output level. The true RMS value of a waveform is a more useful quantity 
than the average rectified value because it is a measure of the power in the signal. The output 
of the RMS to DC converter is then passed through a differential amplifier to amplify th 
small signal for better resolution in measurement. LM741 operational amplifier is chosen for 
amplification becaus it has overload protection on the input and output, no latch-up when 
the common mode range is exceeded, as well as freedom from oscillations. 
3.4.2 Frequency Measurements 
Frequency is one of the important system parameters for grid interconnection. Measurement 
of frequency from generator and grid sides is performed using the developed instrumentation 
shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. VFC32 is used as a frequency to voltage converter in this research. 
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Figure 3.6: Instrumentation for measuring frequency at the generator terminal 
The output of the voltage sensor is fed to the comparator to obtain logic level 0-SV of the 
acquired signal. The capacitive-coupled input network C4 , R 14 and R 15 in Figure 3.6 and C5 , 
R28 and R29 in Figure 3. 7 allow standard 5V logic levels to trigger the comparator input of 
the VFC32. The comparator triggers the one-shot on the falling edge of the frequency input 
pulses. Threshold voltage of the comparator is approximately -0.7V. The value of C3 and Cs 
in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 respectively are chosen from the capacitor value selection characteristics 
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curve given in data sheet according to the full-scale input frequency. C2 and C7 in Figure 3.6 
and 3. 7 smooth the output voltage waveform. Larger values of C2 and C7 reduce the ripple 
in the output voltage. Smaller values of C2 and C7 allow th output voltage to settle fast r 
in response to a change in input frequency. Resistors R13 and R36 are u ed to be trimmed to 
achieve the de ired output voltage at the full-scale input frequency. The output of the VFC32 
is then amplified to keep it in 0-SV range for the micro-controller. A Zener diode is used at 
the output of the amplifier to limit the peak maximum voltage applied to the micro-control! r 
in an unexpected situation. 
Grid 
Figure 3.7: Instrumentation for measuring frequency at the grid ·ide 
3.4.3 Current Measurement 
Measurement of current flowing between the generator and t he grid is an imr ortant parameter 
for making decision to disconnect the system from the grid . The miniature MS-15 current 
sensor is used to measure AC current flowing between the wind turbine gen ra ting system 
and the grid. It also provides electrical isolation between the circuit being m asured and the 
output. It is more useful because of operation in unipolar power source, small size and low 
cost. The output of the current sensor contains an AC signal with a D component. T h 
DC part of t he signal is blocked by u ing a seri s capacitance and the AC component of th 
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output of the current sensor is fed to the RMS to DC converter. The RMS to DC converter 
computes the true RMS value of the current flowing between the generator and the grid . The 
small DC signal coming out from the converter is then passed through a differential amplifier 
to obtain the signal in amplified form. The output of the current sensor is proportional to 
the current flowing through it. The instrumentation is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3 .8: Current measuring instrumentation 
3.4.4 Power Measurement 
Disconnection decision from the grid based on power measurement is more suitable and accu-
rate. The measured power identify the induction machine either it is operating in generator 
mode or in motoring mode. To obtain the power calculation, a four quadrant multiplier, a 
voltage sensor and a split-core current transformer are used. Voltage sensor is also used to 
measur the voltage in this case. A split-core current transformer (CT) is a low cost method 
to monitoring electrical current. A unique hinge and locking snap allows attachment with-
out interrupting the current-carrying wire. The CT has high secondary turn which develops 
signals up to lO.OV AC across the burden resistor. The burden resistor used in the instrumen-
tation is selected according to the electrical output characteristics of th CT. An analogue 
multiplier AD633 is used to achieve the multiplication of the two inputs. AD633 is a com-
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plete four-quadrant multiplier which is cost effective and easy to apply. There are no external 
components or expensive user calibration is required to use this multiplier. The output of the 
multiplier is then passed through a peak detector to obtain the average value of the calculated 
power and RC low pass filter to remove the high frequency noise generated from the circuitry. 
A Zener diode is also used at the final output to protect the PIC micro-controller from any 
unexpected events. 
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Figure 3.9: Power measuring circuitry 
3.4.5 Speed M easurement 
Speed is another parameter which is also considered for the system controller for disconnection 
decision. A tacho-generator is used that measures the voltage of the corresponding generator 
speed. The output is given by the tacho-generator is an AC signal which is passed through 
a voltage divider to obtain in an acceptable range of the t rue RMS to DC converter . AD636 
is also used here as RMS to DC convert. The DC output of the AD636 is then fed to the 
differential amplifier to obtain the value in bett er resolu tion. A calibration equation is used 
in the controller algorithm which determines the actual speed of the generator by taking the 
voltage from the speed sensor. 
3.4.6 Soft-starter Instrumentation 
A power resistor based soft-starter strategy is proposed for small grid connected wind turbine. 
The soft-starter consists of three power resistor each of 6 ohm and lOOW, two relays and relay 
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Figure 3.10: Measurement of generator speed 
driver circuits. Soft-starter configuration is shown in Figure 3.11 and the driver circuit is 
shown in Figure 3.12. Three power resistors are connected in three contact points of relay_l 
which is shown in Figure 3.11. The relay_2 is connected in between the induction generator 
and the grid as the main contact. Such type of soft-starter works first by connecting the system 
re/ay_2 
relay_/ 
Figure 3.11: Soft-starter instrumentation 
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to the grid through power resistor using relay_l and after a suitable time the connection is s t 
up by switching relay_2. Switching time delay between relay_l and relay_2, and the suitable 
values of the power resistors are determined through an experimental investigation. Relay 
are operating on 12V DC coil which are driven by the driver circuits. The driver circuits are 
simply based on PNP transistor where transistors are working as a switch. The transistors 
are activated by the control signal (logic 0-SV) coming from the system controller. Resistor 
R,15 and R46 are used to limit the voltage applied across the relay coil. 
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Figure 3.12: Soft-starter relays driver circuit 
3.4. 7 Voltage Regulation Instrumentation 
Voltage regulation is necessary at the dump load terminal during off-grid control mode because 
of the randomly varying nature of the wind. An electronic PI controller is designed to control 
the ampli tude of the voltage at the load terminal in combination with an analogue input pow r 
controller and a solid state relay. A fixed reference voltage is determined for the controller 
by observing the voltage at the secondary of the voltage transformer for maintaining the 
required voltage at the dump load terminal. To obtain the feedback voltage, the output of the 
secondary winding of the voltage transformer is passed through a peak detector. The average 
output voltage of the peak detector is then fed to a low pass filter to remove high frequency 
noise generated by the instrumentations and systems. The structure of the voltage regulation 
circuitry is shown in Figure 3.13. The PI controller block in Figure 3.11 basically contains the 
electronic proportional and integral controller which is designed using operational amplifiers. 
The output of the controller is then sent to the phase control relay to control the voltage at 
the load terminal. A normally open solid state relay is used in between the generator and 
the phase control relay to provide isolation between the dump load and the system, while the 
system operates in grid connected mode. 
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Figure 3.13: Instrumentation for voltage regulation a t the load terminal 
3.5 Back-up Power Supply Design 
A back-up power supply unit is essential during the off-grid connection. The designed in-
strumentations and micro-controller takes power from the grid which is fine for the grid 
connection. However , at low wind during grid absent situa tion t here will be no power to 
operate the instrumentations and micro-controller for continuous monitoring the system b -
havior . Ther fore a small battery back-up power supply system is propos d in this research. 
The power supply system is shown in Figure 3.14 consists of battery charger , battery charge 
controller, battery, DC to AC converter. A 12V 6AHr lead acid batt ry i hosen for this 
system because a well maintained lead acid battery usually last longer than a sealed batt ries. 
The lead acid battery charger is chosen to charge the battery to full scale and to maintain the 
capacity by comp n ating for self-discharge. To achieve the maximum batt ry capacity and 
life, a battery charge cont roller is selected in this design. Since the existing in trumentation is 
taken power from a power supply unit which t akes input from a 120V AC supply, an invert r 
120V 
AC ~ Bauery J!__ DC-AC 120V -=* Charger 11 6AHr converter AC output 
i 
Bauery charge 
controller 
Figure 3.14: Back-up power supply system 
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supply 
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is needed to convert the DC voltage stored in the battery to an AC voltage. However , clue 
to the 10% loss of nergy during the conversion process, this design may not appropriate for 
a small wind nergy conversion system. Therefore, another alternate design of the ba k-up 
power supply unit for the system controller and the instrumentation is proposed. The basic 
components of uch power supply unit is shown in figure 3.15 which onsists of batterie , 
battery charg r , voltage regula tor integrated circuit (IC) and output apacitor. 
Although t he alternate back-up unit is less complex, it is needed six bat teries and higher 
rated battery charger. Three batteries are connect ed to provide posit ive voltage and the oth r 
three are connected to provide negative voltage to the regulator IC. LM7 15 and LM7 05 
are three terminal fixed positive output voltage regulator which are us d to obtain +15V and 
+5V. LM7915 is also a three terminal negative voltage regulator whi h regulates fixed negative 
-15V. Those r gulators are easy to use and minimize the number of external components in 
the design. The output capacitors are used at the output of the r gulator ICs to improve the 
stability and transient response. 
Figur 3.15: Alternate design of back-up power supply system 
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3.6 Installation Requirements 
The system consists of hardware and software, which maintains connection between dis-
tributed resources (DR) unit and area electric power system (area EPS) is called intercon-
nection system. DRs are the sources of electric power that are not directly connected to a 
bulk power transmission system. A typical configuration for connecting betw en DR unit 
and area EPS is shown in Figure 3.16. However , to connect the DR to the area EPS or 
power grid, and also to maintain the connection, there are some issues need to be addressed 
and maintained for strong grid connection are called installation requirements. The following 
general requirements have been set for the interconnection system by Standards Coordinat-
ing Committee 21 [80] . Table 3.1 shows the voltage requirements for small power generation 
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Figure 3.16: Connection arrangement between DR unit and area EPS 
system to connect to the grid. If the voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) lies in a 
range mentioned in the table 3.1, a DR shall cease to energize the area EPS within the clear-
ing t ime as mentioned. The clearing time mentioned in the table is the maximum clearing 
time for less or equal 30 kW DR unit . Table 3.2 shows the requirements for the frequency to 
connect and to maintain the connection between the power generation systems to the grid. 
If the frequency at the P CC lies in a range mentioned in the table 3.2, a DR shall cease to 
energize the area EPS within the clearing time as mentioned. The clearing time mentioned 
in the table is the maximum clearing time for less or equal 30 kW DR uni t. 
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T bl 3 1 I t b a e .. n erconnectwn system response to a norma vo tages 
Voltage range in percent of base voltage Clearing time in seconds 
V <50 0.16 
50< V<88 2.00 
110< V<120 1.00 
V>120 1.00 
Table 3.2: Interconnection system response to abnormal frequencies 
Frequency range in Hz Clearing time in seconds 
Frequency > 60.5 0.16 
Frequency < 59.3 0.16 
Another issue called unintentional islanding is also needed to be considered during the 
installation. For an unintentional island in which DR energizes a portion of the area EPS 
through the PCC, the DR interconnection system should detect the island and cease to 
energize the area EPS within two seconds of the formation of an island. 
3.7 Summary 
Control modes of the proposed controller and the system instrumentation are described in this 
chapter. Two different modes of the system controller and the issues involved in the control 
system designed are also described. The schematics of the system parameters measuring 
circuits are presented in details. A power resistor based soft-starter design is also presented 
in this chapter. Voltage regulation at the dump load terminal and design of a back-up power 
supply unit for off-grid operation are presented. Finally, typical installation requirements 
for a grid connected system are described in terms of voltage, frequency and unintentional 
islanding. 
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Chapter 4 
Control System Design and 
Implementation 
This chapter presents design of a new, simple, and economical controller to conn ct/disconne t 
an induction generator based wind turbine from the grid under various conditions. The proto-
type controller has been developed using a PIC16F877 micro-controller which is programm d 
using Mikrobasic. This chapter also focuses on implementation of the design controller in 
different control modes u ing a developed wind turbine simulator. 
4 .1 Introduction 
After th introduction of net-metering laws, a consumer can install small wind electri gen-
eration system at his/her premises and thereby utilize all the generat ed energy or can supply 
to the grid. It reduces the total cost although the cost / MW increases, making it an attrac-
tive investment for small investors. Therefore it is important to observe and investigate the 
system controller behavior in order for the system to provide reliability, quality power at the 
grid , and also to provide safe operation of the wind power generation system. In addition, 
design and implementation of a system controller for a small wind electric generation system 
should address several issues of practical application. The first implementation issue could 
be related to the aerodynamic behavior of t he turbine blades which has already been dis-
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cussed in chapter 2. The second important issue which is highly concentrated in this research 
is the system operational requirements. The operational requirements of a fixed speed grid 
onnected wind turbine generation system includes automated grid connection/disconnection 
and maintenance of the connection. These situations may occur due to the level of wind 
power available and also due to the grid availability. In order to meet those operational re-
quirements, it is necessary to control the system behavior in such way that the controller has 
the capacity to connect/disconnect the system from the grid under several stipulated condi-
tions. A micro-controller based system is proposed which monitors and controls the system 
behavior at varying wind conditions. The system controller operates by measuring the syst m 
parameters such as generator speed, voltages and frequencies at the generator and grid sid s 
current and power flow between the generator and the grid rather than the sensing of wind 
speed by anemometer. Therefore the design challenges also include proper instrumentation 
to measure the control variables accurately and choice of low cost instrumentation to keep 
the total cost at a minimum level. 
In addition, direct connection of the wind power generator to the grid re ults in high 
inrush current , which is undesirable particularly in the case of weak grids and can also cause 
severe torque pulsations and probably damage to the gearbox. To resolve this issue a power 
resistors based soft-starter is proposed for small wind energy conversion system. The power 
resistor based soft-starter is very simple, and control is not required unlike in semiconductor 
based soft-starter. 
This research also considers the scenario when the grid is unavailable. When the grid 
becomes unavailable, the system should be able to produce power given that there are enough 
wind power available. In other words, the wind power system will act as a stand alone 
system to provide power to users. In such a situation, the system controller will monitor the 
generation system and grid status by checking their parameters. Once the system controller 
detects the grid is unavailable, the control will switch over to the off-grid mode. In the off:... 
grid mode, the generation system is connected to a dummy load . However, due the variations 
in the wind speed, the terminal voltage at the dummy load also required to be regulated. 
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Voltage regulation at the dump load terminal is accomplished by a phase control relay based 
electronic proportional integral (PI) controller. While the system is operating in off-grid 
mode, the system controller also keeps checking the grid status. Once the grid is recovered , 
the system controller will disconnect the system from the dummy load and will return to 
the regular operational mode. However, during off-grid mode, the system controll r and 
instrumentation require separate power supply. To meet this purpose, a small back up power 
supply unit is proposed. 
Islanding is another technical issue which is necessary to consider for the small wind 
power generation system. Electrical system islanding occurs when the power grid is removed 
but wind turbines continue to operate and provide power to local loads. This issue is also 
overcome by the designed controller because the system will never connect to the grid while 
grid is absent. This chapter describes the implementation of the proposed controller and 
system instrumentation by addressing the above described issues. 
4. 2 Choice of the System Controller 
For proposed implementation, there are several options available such as PC based control, 
PLC based control, a single board computer, and a micro-controller. Obviously, a PC and a 
PLC are not co t effective options for a low cost small wind turbine. The proposed controller 
requires a very low computing power and therefore a single board computer is unnecessary. 
A micro-controller with flash RAM is the cheapest and the most convenient to program as 
compared to all other options available. Therefore, a low cost PIC16F877 micro-controller 
has been selected to design the proposed controller. The PIC16F877 micro-controller is a 
low power, high performance RISC CPU 8-bit micro-controller with kWords of flash pro-
grammable and erasable memory and 368 bytes of RAM (www.picbook.com). It has two 8-bit 
and one 16-bit timer/counters, two captme, comparators and pulse width modulation (PWM) 
modules, a full duplex serial port, parallel ports, an on-chip oscillator, a programmable code 
protection, 14 interrupt sources and a 10-bit 8 channel A/ D converter. The micro-controller 
clock is generated by an external 20MHz crystal. Interface to the RS232 serial line is via a 
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MAX2020PE IC, which converts RS232 logic voltage levels to TTL levels accepted by the 
877. In this research, PORTA is used as the analogue input channel and PORTB is used as 
the digital output channel. PORTA is a 8-bit wide, bi-directional port. The corresponding 
data direction register is TRISA. PORTA pin is defined as input by setting a TRISA bit 
( = 1). PORTB is also an 8-bit wide, bi-directional port and the corresponding data direc-
tion register is TRISB . PORTB is defined as output by clearing a TRISB bit (= 0). The 
ADCONO register cont rols the operation of the analogue to digital converter (A/ D) module. 
The analog input charges a sample and hold capacitor. The output of the sample and hold 
capacitor is the input into the converter . The converter then generates a digital result of thi 
analog level via successive approximation. The A/D conversion of the analog input signal 
results in a corresponding 10-bit digital number. Mikrobasic is used for programming the 
PIC micro-controller in this research. The desired features for the system controller are: 
• Control based on electrical measurements that avoids the use of wind speed sensor 
• Grid connection through a soft-starter 
• Over-voltage and under-voltage detection 
• Abnormal frequency detection 
• Monitoring and measurement of generator and grid voltages, frequencie , power and 
generator speed 
• Disconnect the system from the grid within a few milliseconds 
• Switch over the system operation in off-grid mode 
• Islanding protection 
• Identify the grid recovery and back t he system connect ed to the grid 
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4.3 Controller Design for Grid Connected M ode 
A block diagram representation of the designed control system during grid-connected oper-
ation mod is shown in Figure 4.1 which consists of WTS, self-excited induction g nerator, 
PIC micro-controller and system parameters measurement procedure. The ontrol sequ nces 
for this mode can be expressed as follows. When wind speed is low, the generator disconnects 
God 
Figure 4.1: Block diagram representation of the system controller for grid connected mod 
from the grid as the rotating speed is low. As the wind speed increases, the generator peed 
and its output signal frequency also increases. The generator is not self excited yet, therefore 
it only produces a small voltage utilizing its remnant magnetism. The system controller senses 
the generator and grid voltages as well as frequencies. Excitation capacitors are connected 
across the generator and self excites above a certain rpm. When the generator reach s the 
self excitation, voltage is developed at the generator terminal. The generated voltage and 
frequency increases or decreases with the wind speed. The controller constantly monitors 
changes in the voltage and frequency at the generator terminal. The information about th 
voltages and frequencies are acquired by the measuring instrumentation as shown in Figure 
4.2. The design of the measurement circuitry is explained in chapter 3. When the g nerator 
voltage and frequency reach the level of grid voltage and frequency, the controller send a 
high signal Do to relay driver circuit , which operates the relay_l and the generator will be 
connected to the grid through a oft-starter. After 350 milliseconds, the controller turns on 
relay_2 by sending a high signal D 1 (while D0 low) and connects t he system directly to the 
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grid. Once it is connected to the grid, the controller monitors either the current or power flow 
between the generator and the grid, and the generator speed. Base I on t hese measurements, 
the controller can take decision whether to 'maintain' or 'not maintain ' the grid connection. 
Wind speed change is the cause to change the parameters upon which t he disconnection de-
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the instrumentations for voltage, frequency and current measure-
ments 
cision is taken. Wind speed is such that the wind turbine system is delivering power to the 
utility grid. In this sit uation the current delivered by the generator to the grid i such that 
the generator i · operating in or above the synchronous speed. If wind speed is low or less 
than the cut-in speed, then the generator t erminal voltage will be low and the generator will 
draw current from the grid rather than deliver to the grid. In this case t he speed of the wind 
power generator changes in a small range and goes below the synchronous speed, and at the 
same t ime the current flowing between the generator and t he grid incr ases than the current 
at the synchronous speed. This logic is programmed in PIC micro-controller using Mikroba ic 
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and the parameters are measured using the instrumentation circuitry. 
The disconnection decision from the grid can also be taken based on power measurement. 
A power measurement circuitry is developed using a four quadrant multiplier integrated 
circuit from which it is very easier to recognize the power is either positive or negative. An 
option is given in the multiplier to add a reference level which is accomplished by adding a 
DC value. If the power is positive while wind is strong then the output of the multiplier goes 
above the reference level. On the other hand if the power is negative while wind speed is 
low or less than the cut-in value t he output of the multiplier goes below the reference level. 
This logic is programmed in the system controller which always checked the power status 
and taken decision for grid disconnection. If the controller disconnects the system from the 
grid clue to the lack of wind, it will keep checking the terminal voltage and frequency at the 
generator terminal and the grid. When the grid connection condition is met due to strong 
wind, the controller will again connect the system to the grid. In other case, if wind is 
available to produce power however the grid is not available then the controll r will switch 
over the system to off-grid control mode. A hysteresis band is used in the control algorithm 
to reduce the number of switching. 
4.3.1 Implementation of the Grid Connected Controller 
The proposed control algorithm for grid connected operation is implemented in the laboratory 
using a self excited induction generator driven by a wind turbine simulator. A separately 
excited DC motor which is coupled to the induction generator is simulated to follow the torque 
developed by the wind turbine. The wind speed profile is feel to the PC based wind turbine 
model from a file. The flow chart of the implemented grid connected control algorithm i 
shown in Figures 4.3. Figure 4.3 shows the control algorithm in which grid connection decision 
is taken based on voltages and frequencies at the generator and grid sides; and disconnection 
decision is taken based on the current flow between the generator and the grid , as well as the 
generator speed. The implemented control sequences in Figure 4.3 are as follow . Assume 
low wind speed (say at 6 m/sec) and the generator is running at low speed. As the excitation 
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capacitors are connected at the generator terminal, due to the increase in wind speed (let 
Figure 4.3: Flow chart of the control algori thm while disconnection is based on current and 
speed 
say at 7.3 mjsec), the generator reaches the self excitation and the voltage is induced at its 
terminal. A delay is introduced in the controller to allow transients to diminish, so that the 
controller decision is based on steady state values. The controller then m asures the gen rator 
and grid voltages and frequencies via instrumentation shown in Figure 4.2, in order to h ck 
the grid connection condit ions. Generator terminal volt age and frequency should be more or 
less equal to the grid voltage and frequency which are set in the program as the grid conn ction 
condi tions. As this condit ion is true at the given wind speed , the controller connects the 
system to the grid via soft-starter and wait such that transients die out after the connection . 
When connection is set up, the controller monitors the generator speed and the current flow 
b tween the generator and the grid by receiving the information about current and gen rator 
speed using measuring instrumentation. Upon this measurement, if the controller detects 
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that the genera tor is delivering current to the power grid and the generator speed is above or 
around the synchronous speed, then the controller keeps the system connected to the grid and 
again keeps checking the current delivered by the generator and the speed of the generator. 
ow assume the wind speed is reduced to 5 m jsec, so the voltage generated at the generator 
terminal is reduced and hence the generator speed is also reduced. As a result the turbine 
and generator will act as the load which draws current from the grid. As the controller is 
programmed to perform disconnection as soon as it detects the current is coming back to 
the system from the grid, if that happens the syst em controller disconnects the system from 
the grid using relay_2. Subsequent to the disconnection, the system can either be stopped 
manually or can allow to operate at off-grid mode. The control code in Mikrobasic is given 
in appendix B. Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart of the proposed algorithm, which has been 
K eep sys1e n,s 
connect e d t o the 
g rid 
Figure 4.4: Control sequences while disconnection is based on power measurement 
implemented in PIC micro-controller , while the connection decision is taken u ing voltage 
and frequency measurement, and the disconnection is performed using power measurement. 
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The disconnection strategy based on power measurement is more accurate and less compl x 
as this method requires only to acquire and monitor a single parameter. The operation of the 
algorithm can be expressed as follows. Assume wind speed is low; as a result the generator 
is running at lower speed. After few seconds, the wind speed increases (let say 7.3 m/sec) 
and the generator speed also increases. Voltage is induced at the generator terminal while its 
speed goes above certain rpm because ·elf-excitation capacitors are alr ady connected at the 
generator terminal. The system controller reads the voltages and frequencies at the generator 
terminal and grid side. The parameters measurement instrumentation is shown in Figure 
4.5. After performing the grid connection, a delay is used to avoid the transients and let 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the instrumentations for voltage, frequency and power measurements 
system reach a stable operation. The system controller monitors the power flow between the 
generator and the grid once the system is connected to the grid. The power measurement is 
accomplished using instrumentation circuitry shown in Figure 4.5. If the power is positive, 
the controller maintains the grid connection, otherwise if the generator switches to motoring 
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mode (say wind speed is low) , then controller disconnects the generator from the grid. To 
detect the power whether it is positive or negative, a logic explained in controller de ign 
section is programmed in the system controller. After the disconnecti n , the controller again 
monitors the voltage and frequency at the generator and grid side. Within few seconds, the 
wind speed increases but may not enough to meet the grid connection condition . In such case, 
the controller still keeps checking the conditions. If the situation is such that the wind spe d 
further increases (say at m/sec) and the system controller detects that the grid connection 
conditions are met, the controller will connect the system to the grid otherwise not. Once it 
is connected, the controller again checks the power status. The operation will be repeated as 
long as the wind turbine is in operation. The detail control code for this controller is given in 
appendix C. Figure 4.6 shows the photograph of the grid mode instrumentation in laboratory 
environment. 
Voltages, frequecies, current and generator speed measurement 
PIC 
micr-controller 
Figure 4.6: Photograph of the grid mode instrumentation at the laboratory 
4.4 Off-Grid Mode Controller Design 
Suppa e the wind power generation system is running in grid connected mode. During op-
eration in this mode, the system controller monitors the current or power flow between the 
generator and the grid, generator speed and the grid status. The main purpose to design 
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this control mode (shown in Figure 4.7) is to take care of the wind turbine system during 
the grid absence. Grid unavailability may occur due to the grid failure and maintenance or 
repair. The grid unavailability is detected by the controller using grid voltage sensing. If 
the voltage sensed by the controller is near or equal to zero, the controller ceases the system 
connection from the grid. After disconnection from the grid, the controller sends a signal D2 
to the relay_3 to initiate the connection between the generator and the clump load. As soon 
Gnd 
Figure 4. 7: Block diagram representation of the system controller during off-grid control mode 
as relay_3 turns on , the electronic PI controller triggers the phase control relay to connect 
the system to the dump load. The PI controller is designed in such a way that it works as 
follows. The object of the controller is to maintain rated line-to-line/phase voltage at the 
load terminal. The voltage at the output of the voltage sensor clue to the rated line-to-line 
voltage at the load terminal is determined as the reference voltage. If the feedback voltage is 
less than or equal to the reference voltage then no control action is needed to chop the voltage 
at the load terminal. The load terminal voltage at which the feedback voltage is less or equal 
to the reference voltage is basically less or equal to the rated line-to-line/phase voltage. If 
the feedback voltage is greater t han the reference voltage, the load terminal voltage will be 
higher than the rated value which needs to be chopped to keep the rated voltage at the load 
terminal. In this case the PI controller sends a control value to trigger the phase control 
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relay and regulates the voltage at the load terminal. The input of the phase control relay 
varies from 0-lOV upon which the output voltage is regulated. At the same time, the system 
controller checks the grid status. Once the grid is recovered, the system controller checks the 
grid connection conditions. If the conditions are met, the system controller send· a signal (D2 
= low) to the solid state relay to disconnect the system from the clump load and connects 
the wind turbine system back to the grid, otherwise the system controller keeps checking the 
condit ions. 
4.4.1 Implementation of the Off-Grid Mode Controller 
Figure 4.8 shows the control flow chart during off-grid connection when the disconnection from 
the grid is on the basis of power measurement. In this control algorithm (given in appendix D), 
power flow between the generator and the grid is considered as the disconnection parameter 
rather than current . The measurement of power along with other system parameters is shown 
in the instrumentation circuitry in Figure 4.9. Suppose system is running in grid conn ct d 
mode. During the grid connected operation, the system controller monitors the power flow 
between t he generator and the grid, and also voltage from the grid side. The rated voltag 
present at the grid terminal indicates that the grid is available. While the grid is present 
and the power is going into the grid, the system controller keeps the wind turbine system 
connected to the grid. On the other hand, if grid is available however the power is drawn by 
the generator rather sending to the grid, the controller will disconnect the system from the 
grid. If not, such as grid is not available and generator has lost its self excitation due to an 
effective short circuit placed across it or power is going back to grid, the system controller 
performs the disconnection of the wind turbine system from the grid and connects it to the 
dump load using solid state relay. Generator will self excite again as soon as it is disconnected 
from the grid. Normally open solid state relay is used to keep the wind power generation 
system isolated from the load during grid connected mode. Once it is connected to the dump 
load, the electronic PI controller comes in operation and regulates the load terminal voltag 
using phase control relay. The electronic controller sends control signal to phase ontrol relay 
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Figure 4.8: Flow chart of the off-grid control sequences while disconnection is based on power 
measurement 
to chop the excess voltage at the load terminal generated by the wind turbine system. The 
frequency of the generated voltage in isolated mode was not a concern in this reseru·ch. The 
implementation of the PI regulator using operational amplifier is shown in Figure 4.10. During 
this off-grid operation, the controller keeps checking the grid status by measuring the voltage 
at the grid terminal. As soon as the grid is recovered, the system controller moni tors the grid 
connection conditions. While the grid connection conditions are met, the system controller 
disconnects the wind turbine system from dump load and connects the system back to the 
grid. The process will be repeated until the wind turbine is in operation. Figur 4.11 how 
the photograph of the instrumentation for off-grid control mode in laboratory. 
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Figure 4.9: Instrumentations for voltage, frequency, power measurements, and voltage regu-
lation during off-grid control mode 
Implementation using current measurement 
Flow chart of t he off-grid control sequences while disconnection is taken on current measure-
ment is shown in Figure 4.12. During the grid connected operation, the system controller 
will monitor the current flow between the generator and the grid, generator speed, and also 
voltage from the grid side. The rated voltage present at the grid terminal will indicate that 
the grid is available. While the grid is present and the current is positive, the system con-
troller will keep the wind turbine system connected to the grid. On the other hand , if grid is 
available and the current is negative, the controller will disconnect the system from the grid. 
If not, such as grid is not available but the voltage at the generator terminal is decaying due 
to the current drawn by the load connected to the grid , the system controller will perform 
the disconnection of the wind t urbine system from the grid and connects it to the dump load. 
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Figure 4.10: Implementation of an el ctronic PI controller 
While it is connected to the dump load, the electronic PI controller will come in operation and 
regulate the load t erminal voltage using phase control relay. The electronic cont roller sends 
control signal to phase control relay to chop the excess voltage at the load terminal supplied 
by the wind t urbine system. The implementation of the PI regulator could be accomplished 
using operational amplifier shown in Figure 4. 10. During this off-gTid operation, the con-
troller keeps checking the grid status by measuring the voltage at the grid terminal. As soon 
as the grid will recover, the system controller will monitor the grid connection condit ion . . 
While the grid connection conditions are met , the system controller will disconnect the wind 
turbine system from dump load and connect the system back to the grid. The process will be 
repeated until the wind turbine is in operation . The measurement of all parameters during 
the ent ire operation could be implemented by the instrumentation circuitry shown in Figure 
4. 13. 
4.5 Soft-starter Design and Implementation 
The intensity of small wind power system expansion depends on various factors related to tech-
nical, economical, environmental, governmental, and regulatory issues. One of the important 
technical and economical issues such as soft-connection between the wind power generator 
and the grid. Soft-starter basically provides soft-connection between the wind power genera-
tor and the grid through an electrical device for a very short time to limit the init ial urrent , 
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Figure 4.11: Photograph of the instrumentation for off-grid operation 
and after that time elapsed it performs the connection directly to the grid and bypasses the 
device. Power resistors based soft-connection technique is shown in Figure 4.14 which consists 
of power resistors through which the system is first connected to the grid for a few milliseconds 
and then it bypasses to set up the connection via main contactor. To limit the current during 
the grid connection using power resistors based soft-starter does not require any controllogi 
unlike in other kinds of soft-starter(such as SCR/TRIAC), which makes its more simplified 
and meaningful for small wind energy conversion system. The design and implementation of 
a power resistors based soft-starter strategy for small grid connected wind turbine is shown 
in Figure 4.15. The soft-starter consists of three power resistors each of 6 ohm and lOOW, 
two relays and relay driver circuits. Three power resistors are conn cted in series with each 
line via the relay_l and the relay_2 is connected in between the induction generator and the 
grid as the main contactor. This type of soft-starter works first by connecting the system to 
the grid through power resistor using relay_l and after a suitable time the connection is set 
up via main contactor by switching relay_2. Time difference between switching relay_l and 
relay_2, and the suitable values of the power resistors are determined through experimental 
investigations. Investigations are carried out on a micro-controller controlled small grid con-
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Figure 4.12: Flow chart of the off-grid control sequences while disconnection is based on 
current measurement 
nected wind energy conversion system. Relays are operating on 12V DC coil which is driven 
by driver circuits. The driver circuits are simply based on PNP transistor where those are 
working as a switch. The transistors are activated/deactivated by the control signal (logic 
0-SV) coming from the system controller. The voltage applied across the relay coil is limited 
using resistors R4 and R6 . The major implementation issues were to determine the prop r 
values of the power resistors and also to identify the switching time difference between two 
relays. Because more or less value of the resistors causes more power loss or less effective in 
reducing the inrush current. Again, more time difference takes longer time to a stable curr nt 
which results more stresses on the soft-starter elements and less time difference between the 
relays also results unexpected trips of the protection circuit breaker. Those issues are re-
solved through several experimental tests on a controlled small wind turbine system. During 
disconnection, the system controller only needs to send a low signal to turn off relay_2. 
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Figure 4.13: Schematic of the instrumentations for system parameters measurements during 
off-grid control mode 
4.6 Anti-Islanding Implementation 
Islanding, as ment ioned earlier, occurs when a portion of the distribution system becomes 
electrically isolated from the remainder of the power system, yet continues to be energized 
by the generation sy tern connected to the isolated subsystem. Basically, detect the loss of 
grid power and keep the subsystem disconnected from the grid until it is recovered are th 
main aspect of anti-islanding implementation. Otherwise, islanding causes a hazard to ut ility 
and customer equipment, maintenance personnel and the general public. This research also 
addresses this issue while the system controller operates. The system controller design and 
implementation shows that it can easily identify the grid unavailability by receiving the grid 
information. While the system controller could detect the grid is absent, it simply disconn cts 
the system from the grid and maintains the operation of the system in off-grid mode. The 
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Figure 4.15: Implementation of Soft-starter 
designed controller will never connect the wind turbine to the grid when grid is absent hence 
islanding situation will never occur. 
4.7 Summary 
Design and implementation issues of a low cost system controller for a small induction gen-
era tor based wind turbine system are presented in this chapter. The operation of the syst m 
controller is considered in two different modes under real time conditions such as lack of wind , 
low wind , wind is enough to produce power at the grid frequency. Although t he controller 
decision to connect the system to the grid is based on voltages and frequencies at the gen-
erator and grid terminal, the disconnection decision is t aken based on two parameters such 
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as power or current flow between the generator and the grid. The complete instrumentation 
to operate two modes separately and flow chart of the control algorithm is also explained. 
Soft-connection between the system and the grid is performed by a power resistors based 
soft-starter which is also presented here. Finally, t he islanding sit uation and the controller 
operation during islanding is described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Experimental Test Results 
This chapter describes several test results and detailed discussions of a micro--controller based 
system controller for a small induction generator based grid connected wind turbine. The 
system controller is tested to perform the connection/disconnection of the wind turbine system 
from the grid in two real time situations such as lack of wind and enough wind to produce 
power. Another investigation and test results on a power resistors based soft-starter are 
also presented in this chapter . Finally, the voltage regulation by a phase control relay based 
electronic PI controller test results during off-grid mode are also presented. 
5.1 Introduction 
The operation of the system controller during grid connected mode and off-grid mode de-
scribed in chapter 4 was implemented and tested in laboratory environment u ing a PIC 
micro-controller. The grid connected control mode was implemented using micro-controller 
and the off-grid control mode was implemented u ing micro-controller, electronic PI controller 
and dump load. It was desired that the system controller would connect/disconnect th wind 
turbine generation system from the grid based on system parameters measurements. The 
proposed controller is working as expected which also indicates the performance of the de-
veloped low cost instrumentation . Moreover, an investigation was also necessary to ensure 
the soft-connection between the wind power generator and the grid. The investigated result 
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·how. the performance of the proposed soft-connection strategy and proves the effectiveness 
in small grid connected wind energy conversion system. The entire experimentation was done 
on a small wind energy conversion system which consists of WTS coupled with a self excited 
induction generator. The discussion of the test results achieved from the system controller 
and soft-connection technique is presented in the following sections. 
5.2 System Controller Test Results for Grid Connec-
tion 
The system controller is tested while the connection decision is taken based on the measure-
ment of the voltages and frequencies from both the generator and grid terminal; and the 
disconnection decision is taken based on either current, generator speed or power feedback. 
5.2.1 Current and Speed Feedback Controller 
The experimental test results of the system controller based on current and speed feedback 
are shown in the Figures 5.1 and 5.2. During the period before 3 seconds, the generator was 
running at the low wind speed (less than 6 mjsec). As the wind speed (7.3 m/sec) increases 
cause the generator terminal voltage and frequency increase. Due to the grid conne tion 
condition met at t=3 seconds, the controller connects the system with the grid. Figure 5. 1 
shows the generator current when the induction generator is connected to the grid through 
the soft- tarter. As soon as (at t=3 seconds) the controller initiate to connect the system 
to the grid through soft-starter, there is a surge in the current. The series power resistors 
in soft-starter limit the surge in current. After a delay of 2 seconds, the controller directly 
connects the system to the grid and the generator current decays smoothly to a steady state 
value. After sometimes the wind speed again goes to lower value i.e. 5.5 mjsec. Due to the 
lack of sufficient wind, the generator terminal voltage is reduced and the generator acts as a 
motor which will start to draw current from the grid. The magnitude of the current drawn 
at the motoring mode (below synchronous speed) is higher than deliver as a generator (above 
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Figure 5.2: Current flow between the generator and the grid during grid di connection 
synchronous speed). Figure 5.2 shows the generator current when the controller disconnects 
the system from the grid. During t= l to 2.4 seconds the current is same as the value of the 
grid connected operation. As the wind speed drops the current magnitude goes higher and 
based on it, the controller disconnects the system from t he grid and the generator current 
decays to zero. Although the system is disconnected at t = 2.5 seconds the current should go 
to zero at that time, however , the current completely goes to zero at t = 3.2 seconds which 
happens due to the instrumentation (r = RC) time const ant. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 shows what 
happens to the generator speed after connection and disconnection from the grid respectively. 
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Figure 5.4: Generator speed during grid disconnection 
Controller Based on Power Measurement 
This control technique evolves on the measurement of voltages and frequencies for grid con-
nection and power for grid disconnection. The experimental test results are shown in Figures 
5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. Figure 5.5 shows the power flow status between the generator and the grid 
during wind variation. At t he very beginning the generator is running at low wind speed. As 
wind speed increases to 7.3 mjs (see figure 5.6), voltage and frequency at the generator t rmi-
nal increase. The controller is checking the voltages and frequencies from the generator and 
grid sides. At t = 73.5 seconds, the system is connected to the grid as the system connection 
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Figure 5.5: Power output during grid connection and disconn ction 
conditions are met . After connection, power is po itive which indicat the generator is in 
generating mode. At t = 300 seconds the wind speed drops from 7.3 mjs to 5.5 mjs. In such 
case the power decays. As soon as the power goes negative (at about t = 400 seconds) i.e. 
genera tor is going to the motoring mode, the controller disconnects the ·ystem from the grid. 
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Figw·e 5.6: Variation in the wind speed used during ystem ontroller testing 
During the period t=600 to 900 seconds, the wind speed is about 7 m/s, however the voltage 
and frequency from the generator and grid has not matched . The same situation happens 
when wind speed is about 6.4 mjs. At t= 1200 seconds, wind speed is again increases to 
mjs and when the system parameters reach the system conn ction condi tion, the controller 
connects the system to the grid. The same quence was repeated until t= 2400 seconds. 
During grid conn ction at each time, t here is a transient for a very short duration cl ue to 
the current surge. The transient response during the system connection to the grid is shown 
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in figure 5.7. The initial surge in power is about 2.75 times of the stable power due to the 
connection through the soft-starter which is significantly reduces than the situation when the 
system is directly connected without any soft-starter. 
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Figure 5.7: ilansient in power during the system connection to t he grid 
5.3 Test Results for Off-Grid Mode 
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Figure 5.8: Load terminal voltage during off-grid mode 
Both the system controller and PI regulator tests were performed together during the 
off-grid operation. The system controller was assisted to connect/disconne t the system with 
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Figure 5.9: Change in load during off-grid operation 
the grid , grid status checking and connect t he system with the dump load. The PI regulator 
was able to maintain more or less rated load terminal voltage due to the variation in load 
or wind speed. Variation in the load terminal voltage with the change in load are shown in 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9. While the grid was absent, the system controller disconnected the system 
from the grid and connected to the dump load. In Figure 5.8, at t = 5 seconds, the system 
is conne ted to the dump load while the load was 215 ohm per phase. At t = 70 seconds, 
the load was changed to 140 ohm per phase i.e. load was increased. As a result the terminal 
voltage is changed in a small amount and remains constant until the next load change. Again 
load was reduced to 215 ohm which causes the terminal voltage change by a small amount 
and later kept more or less constant until the next change in load. The lower plot of Figure 
5.8 shows the alternating voltage at the load terminal which is acquired by 100X probe and 
oscilloscope. The voltage during t = 5 to 70 seconds is about 1.69V peak which is equivalent 
to (1.69/1.414 = 1.195x100= 119.5) 119.5V in each phase. Again due to the change in load, 
although t he terminal voltage is dropped by a small amount, it always remain more or less 
constant. Figure 5.10 shows the PI regulator performance while there is a step change in 
wind speed. The load terminal voltage is constant from t = 0 to 65 seconds while the wind 
speed is 7.8 mjsec. The wind speed step change is shown in figure 5.11. At t = 65 seconds, 
the wind speed is changed to 8.15 m jsec. Due to change in the wind speed , the load terminal 
voltage also increases however the PI regulator tries to keep the load terminal voltage more 
or less constant at about 120V. 
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Figure 5.10: Load terminal voltage due to wind speed change during off-grid mode 
5.4 Soft-starter Test Results 
Investigation for determining the suitable time difference between switching of soft- tarter 
relays and also to find out the suitable value of the power resistors is carried out on a micro-
cont roller controlled small grid connected wind t urbine system in laboratory environment . 
The experimental test results are shown in the Figures 5.12, 5.13 and in Figure 5. 14. After 
a number of tests, suitable switching time delays between soft-starter relays is determined. 
Figure 5.12 shows the generator current when the induction generator is connected to t he grid 
through the soft-starter. The controller connects the system to t he grid through a soft-starter 
using relay_l . After t = 450 milliseconds, soft-st arter is bypassed by switching relay_2 and th 
system is directly connected to the grid. In t his test results, current is surging to 19.8A (RMS) 
(4x7 / 1.414 = 19.8A) that is 3.2 times the rated current of the generator. The rated values 
of the generator are given in [70]. Figure 5. 13 shows the similar test results, however, th 
switching time difference between the relays is 350 milliseconds. This result shows the initial 
urge in current is about 1.62 times t he rated current of the induction generator. Therefore , 
reduction in the switching t ime difference between two relays provides better result. P roper 
selection of this time delay is very crit ical. This time delay and resistor values w re a hiev d 
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Figure 5.12: Current flow between the generator and the grid during the grid connection. 
(Switching time difference between the relays is 450 milliseconds) 
after analyzing a number of test results on the basis of trial and error. In a SCR.s based soft-
starter , initial surge in current can be about 3 times of the rated current of the generator [39]. 
So the proposed soft-starter able to limit the initial surge in a significant amount. Further 
reduction in the time delay always led to tripping of series three-phase lOA protection circuit 
breaker. The circuit breaker always trips during the connection of the system without any 
soft-starter. Based on the above discussed test results, the most suitable switching time 
difference (i.e. 350 milliseconds) which is the best suited for the system was found. Figure 
5.14 shows the generator current when the controller disconnects the system from the grid. 
In this case grid disconnection occurs at t= l.35s. It happens due to a drop in wind speed. 
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Figure 5. 13: Current flow between the generator and the grid during the grid connection 
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Figure 5.14: Current flow between the generator and the grid during the grid disconnection 
Genera tor current drops to zero as soon as it is disconnected from the grid. An AC / DC 
current probe (A622, Tektronix) and a four channel digital storage o ·cilloscope (TDS 2014, 
Tektronix) were used to measure the alternating current flowing between the generator and 
the grid. However , the controller connection/ disconnection decision is taken based on the 
measurement of the RMS value of the current. The RMS value of the current is measured 
using an AD636 RMS to DC converter which is described in chapter 3. 
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5.5 Summary 
The test results of the system controller dming grid connected mode and off-grid mod are 
described in this chapter. The system controller performs as expected to maintain the grid 
interconnection. The test results for soft-connection between the generator and the grid also 
prove the soft-starter effectiveness during the grid connection process. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6. 1 Conclusions 
The main focus of the thesis is the development of a low cost control system for small in-
duction generator bas d grid connected wind turbines. A PIC mi ro-controller is preferr d 
as the controller which is programmed to make the wind turbine ystem operational and 
supply power to the grid. The controller operation is based on the measurements of system 
parameters which are achieved by the designed instrumentation. A wind turbine simulator 
is also developed to provide the test platform of the proposed control systems and associated 
instrumentation in laboratory environment. 
Wind turbin simula tor 
In the first place, a separately excited DC motor simulation as wind turbine rotor is im-
plemented. The steady state characteristics of th wind turbin are in orporated to the 
developed wind turbine simulator. To reflect the inertia of such wind turbine, the inertia of 
DC motor and induction generator is considered. A recursive type PI control algorithm is 
implemented to simulate the DC motor which ensures that the DC motor follows the wind 
turbine torque. Du to the simulation of the steady state model of the wind turbine, the re-
sponse of the wind turbine simulator is slow hence it cannot simulate the fast changing wind 
turbulence. However, tests results on the simulator are performed at con tant wind speed , 
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step change and a narrow range variation in wind speed which show acceptable performance. 
Such a simulator is very effective to develop and test the control system for small wind power 
generation system. 
Current feedback control system 
In the second phase, a micro-controller based system controller is developed and tested to 
connect / disconnect the generation system and also to maintain the connection betwe n the 
wind power generator and the grid. The controller is developed for both grid onnected and 
tand-alone mode. In current feedback control system, the controller receives voltages and 
frequencies from the generator terminal and grid side, and based on these measurements, 
the controller connects the generator with the grid. To make a decision for the generator 
disconnection from the grid, the controller always monitors the current flow between the 
generator and the grid, and also generator speed. The controller response dming the con-
nection/ disconnection of the system is studied by observing the current and generator speed. 
Test results are performed on current feedback cont roller based on real time conditions such 
as lack of wind, low wind and wind is sufficient to produced power. 
Power feedback control system 
Furthermore, an alternative method called power feedback cont rol system is implemented to 
connect/disconn ct the wind turbine system with the grid. In this control method, although 
the controller connects the system with the grid based on voltage and frequency measure-
ments, the disconnection decision and to maintain the connection is accomplished on pow r 
measurement. The power flow which is either posit ive or negative, that depends on the wind 
speed. The controller keeps system connected to the grid while the power is positive; other-
wi e it disconnects the system from the grid. This control system provides quick response for 
grid disconnection as the decision is based on only one parameter. Investigations are carried 
out on this controller at different wind conditions which shows the results as expected. 
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System Instrumentation 
At this stage, low cost system instrumentat ion is developed and tested for the system con-
troller . The purpose of the instrumentation is to measure the system parameters such as 
voltages, frequencies from generator and grid sides, current and power flow between the gen-
erator and the grid , generator speed, and torque of the DC motor. Such instrumentation is 
very useful for reliable operat ion of the system controller. Otherwise the improper design of 
the in trumentation may read incorrect parameter value which affect smooth operation of the 
controller. 
Soft-connection Strategy 
Thereafter, an investigation is carried out on soft-connection strategy between the generator 
and the grid. For this purpose a power resistors based soft-starter is designed and tested. 
The values of the power resistors are det ermined on experimental investigations. The suitable 
time difference between the switching of the two relays is also found by experimentation . Th 
effect of the more or less t ime difference between the switching of the two relays is discussed. 
The soft-starter has been tested by considering two different real time conditions using MU 
WTS. Such soft-starter is much cheaper and operated wi thout any control which is a good 
technical benefit for small induction generator based wind turbines. 
Voltage R egula tion During Off-grid Mode 
Finally, an investigation is carried out on off-grid control mode. Such control mode is consid-
ered while grid is absent but the wind is available to produce power. The time, a t which the 
system controller detects that the grid is absent, it disconnects the wind turbine system from 
the grid and connects to the dump load. During off-grid operation, it is necessary to mo lu-
late the voltage at the load terminal due to the variation of t he wind speed or load. For this 
reason, an electronic P I controller is designed to chop the excess voltage and to maintain the 
rated voltage a t the dump load terminal. The PI controller is implemented using operational 
amplifier which sends control signal to a phase cont rol relay. 
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The summary of outcomes of this research is followings. 
1. Development of a wind turbine simulator to provide a test bed for the system controller. 
A discr te PI controller is designed to simulate a separately excited DC motor as win l 
turbine rotor. 
2. Design and development of a novel micro-controller based system controller for small 
induction generator based grid connected wind turbines. Two diff rent control method-
ologies (current and power feedback) were developed and tested. 
3. Development of instrumentation to measure the system parameters and test the perfor-
mance with the system controller. 
4. Design and development of a novel control system during off-grid operation of th grid 
connected wind turbine. The off-grid situation may occur clu to failme of the grid or 
unavailability of the grid. 
5. Design and test of a power resistors based soft-starter for a small induction generator 
based grid connected wind turbine. 
6.2 R ecommendations 
In the developed wind turbine simulator, steady-state characteristics of the wind turbine 
model are incorporated. However to reflect the real time behavior of the wind turbine, it 
is very significant to add the dynamics of th wind turbine. In addition, to operate th 
wind turbine beyond the rated wind sp ed, pitching mechanism can be considered. These 
requirements in a WTS could make it more realistic which would be another good option for 
designing WTS to test the proposed system controller for grid conne ted wind t urbines. 
The WTS should also be able to extract the maximum power from the load. In order to 
achieve maximum power, the maximum power point tracker could also be investigated for the 
developed WTS. 
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The developed system controller has been studied for two real time situation such as 
lack of wind and enough wind to produce power . Furthermore, the controller is needed to 
be investigated for over and under voltage condit ions. In addition, the controller is al o 
needed to be further studied during abnormal frequency situation. The system controller was 
expected to implement according t o the installation standard described in chapter 3 which 
needs further improvement. 
During off-grid control mode, power feedback control syst em was engaged while the voltage 
at the load terminal was regulated by the phase control relay based electronic PI controller. 
Voltage regulation using electronic PI cont roller with current feedback control system is left 
for further investigation. Voltage regulation is only considered for resistive load however for 
inductive and capacitive load are also needed to be considered for further work. 
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Appendix A 
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Figure 6.1: Wind turbine simulator implementation in visual basic environment 
Private Declare Function GetTickCount Lib "kernel32" () As Long 
''To start the machine at a reference speed 
Private Sub Command3_Click() 
Dim j As Single 
Dim k As Single 
For j 1 To 220 
v = 1 + Cj I 100) 
For k 1 To 5000000 
Next k 
Picture3.Cls 
Picture3.Print v 
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Chan% = 0 ' output channel 
Const Range% UNI5VOLTS 
AO_data = Val(v) 'Data range 0-4095 
DataValue% = (v I 5) * 1023 
ULStat% = cbFromEngUnits(O, Range%, AO_data, DataValue%) 
If ULStat% <> 0 Then Stop 
ULStat% = cbAOut(O, Chan%, Range%, DataValue%) 
If ULStat% <> 0 Then Stop 
Next j 
End Sub 
'Wind turbine simulator code 
Private Sub Command5_Click() 
'Variable declaration 
Dim v As Single 
Dim e1 As Single 
Dim e2 As Single 
Dim e3 As Single 
Dim u1 As Single 
Dim u2 As Single 
Dim vi As Single 
Dim vit As Single 
Dim vo As Single 
Dim v1 As Single 
Dim i As Single 
Dim t As Single 
Dim ti As Single 
Dim td As Single 
Dim tO As Single 
Dim qO As Single 
Dim q1 As Single 
Dim q2 As Single 
Dim power As Single 
Dim current As Single 
Dim w(1 To 8) As Single 
Dim c (1 To 8) As Single 
Dim delay As Integer 
Dim delay1 As Integer 
Dim k As Integer 
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Dim P As Integer 
Dim u(1 To 8) As Single 
'Files open to write output variables 
Open "filesVs" For Output As #2 
Open "filesspeed" For Output As #3 
Open "filescurrent" For Output As #4 
'Initial conditions and sampling time for simulator controller 
t1 0 
tO 0.03995 
e1 
u2 
0: e2 
2.9 
0: e3 0 
'Simulator controller parameter selection 
kp 0.077 
ti 8.6 
td 0 
qO kp * (1 + (td I tO)) 
q1 = kp * ((tO I ti) - (2 * (td I tO)) - 1) 
q2 = kp * (td I tO) 
Picture12.Cls 
Picture12.Print qO 
Picture12.Print q1 
Picture12 .Print q2 
'Wind profile file 
p = 1 
Open "winddata" For Input As #1 
10 Input #1, w(P) 
c(P) = w(P) 
Picture6.Cls 
Picture6.Print c(P) 
'Calculation of wind turbine torque by taking wind data 
pi = 3 . 14 
R = 1. 25 
X = R I (2.6 * 9.549) 
u(P) = Val( c(P)) 
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a = u(P) 
ad= 1.2929 
lTimer = GetTickCount 
For i = 1 To 8000 
If i >= 1 And i <= 7500 Then 
Gain = BIP10VOLTS 
Chan% = 3 
ULStat% = cbAin(O, Chan%, Gain, DataValue%) 
vi = (20 * (DataValue% I 4095) - 10) 
Gain = BIP10VOLTS 
Chan% = 2 
ULStat% cbAin(O, Chan%, Gain, DataValue%) 
current (20 * (DataValue% I 4095) - 10) 
' set the gain 
' set input channel 
' set the gain 
' set input channel 
speed= (154.17 *vi) + 1358.2 'Input calibration equation for speed 
t1 = t1 + tO 
Write #3, speed, t1 
Write #4, current, t1 
Picture7.Cls 
Picture7.Print vi 
Picture7.Print speed 
lambda = (speed * x) I a 
cq = (-0 .02812) + (0.038576 * lambda) - (0.0045912 * lambda - 2) + 
(0.0001489 * lambda - 3) 
Tref = (0.5 * ad * u(P) - 2 * pi * R - 3 * cq) I 2.6 Picture8.Cls 
Picture8.Print cq 
Picture8.Print lambda 
Picture8 .Print Tref 
' Feedback torque calculation 
Gain = BIP10VOLTS 
Chan% = 1 
ULStat% = cbAin(O, Chan%, Gain, DataValue%) 
vit = (20 * (DataValue% I 4095) - 10) 
Picture10.Cls 
Picture10.Print vit 
' set the gain 
' set input channel 
Tf = (vit - 0.28) * 1.4546 'Input calibration equation 
Picture9.Cls 
Picture9.PrintTf 
e1 = e2 
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e2 e3 
e3 (Tref Tf) 'error in torque 
u1 u2 u2 
v1 u2 
u1 + (qO * e3) + (q1 * e2) + (q2 * e1) 
If v1 < 2.9 Or v1 > 4.15 Then 
VO = 2.9 
Else vo = v1 
End If 
Picture2.Cls 
Picture2.Print vo 
Chan% = 0 ' output channel 
Const Range% = UNI5VOLTS 
AO_data = Val(vo) 'Data range 0-4095 
DataValue% = (vo I 5) * 1023 
ULStat% = cbFromEngUnits(O, Range%, AO_data, DataValue%) 
If ULStat% <> 0 Then Stop 
ULStat% = cbAOut(O, Chan%, Range%, DataValue%) 
If ULStat% <> 0 Then Stop 
t = t + tO 
Write #2, Tref, Tf, t 
Else P = P + 1 
If P <= 8 Then 
GoTo 10 
Else 
End If 
End If 
Next i 
Debug.Print "Timer Taken:" & GetTickCount- lTimer Close End Sub 
Private Sub tmrReadCount_Timer() 
Picture13.Print Time$ 
End Sub 
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Appendix B 
Control code while disconnection decision is taken based on current and speed measurement. 
'Program current measurement 
dim volt_gen as word 
dim volt_grid as word 
dim current_1 as word 
dim current as word 
dim sp_data as word 
dim vol_speed as word 
dim speed as word 
dim fre_gen as word 
dim fre_grid as word 
main: 
' PORTA is input 
' PDRTB is output 
TRISA 
TRISB 
ADCDN1 
%11111111 
%00000000 
%1000010 '0 and 5V are reference voltage values 
again : 
clearbit(PORTB,O) 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
volt_gen = ADC_read(3)'Execute conversion and store result in variablevolt_gen . 
volt_grid = ADC_read(5)'Execute conversion and store result in variable volt_gri 
current = ADC_read(O) 
sp_data= ADC_read(2) 
fre_gen=ADC_read(4) 
fre_grid= ADC_read(7) 
if (volt_gen >= 367)and(volt_grid>=206) then 
connection condition 
if (fre_gen >= 615)and(fre_grid>=640) then 
Delay_ms(3000) 
'check the grid 
setbit(PORTB,O) ' turn on relay1 
clearbit(PortB,2) 'after 2ms turn off relay1 and on relay2 
Delay_ms(2000) 
clearbit(PortB,O) 
aloop: 
setbit(PORTB,2) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
else 
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bloop: 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
clearbit(portB,O) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
goto again 
end if 
else 
goto again 
end if 
volt_gen = ADC_read(3) 
volt_grid = ADC_read(5) 
current = ADC_read(O) 
current_1 = (current+41) 
sp_data = ADC_read(2) 
vol_speed=(sp_data/205) 
speed=(154*vol_speed+1359) 
fre_gen=ADC_read(4) 
fre_grid= ADC_read(7) 
if (speed <1790) then 
if (current_1> 256)and(current_1<291) then 
Goto bloop 
else 
else 
Goto aloop 
end if 
Goto aloop 
end if 
end. 
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Appendix C 
Control code while disconnection is done based on power measurement 
'Program power_measure 
dim volt_gen as word 
dim volt_grid as word 
dim power as word 
dim fre_gen as word 
dim fre_grid as word 
main: 
' PORTA is input 
' PORTE is output 
TRISA 
TRISB 
ADCON1 
%11111111 
%00000000 
%1000010 ' 0 and 5V are reference voltage values 
again : 
clearbit(PORTB,O) 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
volt_gen = ADC_read(3)'Execute conversion and store result in variable volt_gen . 
volt_grid = ADC_read(5)'Execute conversion and store result in variable volt_grid 
fre_gen=ADC_read(4) 
fre_grid= ADC_read(7) 
if (volt_gen >= 367)and(volt_grid>=206) then 
if (fre_gen >= 615)and(fre_grid>=640) then 
Delay_ms(2000) 
setbit(PORTB,O) 
clearbit(PortB,2) 
Delay_ms(450) 
clearbit(PortB,O) 
aloop: 
setbit(PORTB,2) 
Delay_ms(10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
else 
bloop : 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
clearbit(portB,O) 
Delay_ms( 10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
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'check the grid connection co 
' turn on relay1 
'after 450 ms turn off 'rel 
goto again 
end if 
else 
goto again 
end if 
power = ADC_read(1) 
end. 
if (power< 386) then 
Goto bloop 
else 
Goto aloop 
end if 
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Appendix D 
Control code to detect grid failure and switch over the system in off-grid mod 
'program off_grid mode 
dim volt_gen as word 
dim volt_grid as word 
dim power as word dim 
fre_gen as word 
dim fre_grid as word 
main: 
TRISA 
TRISB 
ADCON1 
%11111111 
%00000000 
%1000010 
' PORTA is input 
' PORTB is output 
' 0 and SV are reference voltage values 
again: 
clearbit(PORTB,3) 
clearbit(PORTB,O) 
clearbit(PORT8,2) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay_ms(10000) 
volt_gen = ADC_read(3)'Execute conversion and store result in variable volt_gen . 
volt_grid = ADC_read(S)'Execute conversion and store result in variable volt_gri 
fre_gen=ADC_read(4) 
fre_grid= ADC_read(7) 
if (volt_gen >= 367)and(volt_grid>=206) then 
if (fre_gen >= 615)and(fre_grid>=640) then 'check the grid connection conditio 
Delay_ms(2000) 
setbit(PORTB,O) 
clearbit(Port8,2) 
Delay_ms(450) 
clearbit(PortB,O) 
aloop: 
setbit(PORTB,2) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
'Delay_ms( 10000) 
else 
bloop : 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
clearbit(portB,O) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
Delay _ms (10000) 
volt_grid = ADC_read(S) 
if (volt_grid>170) then 
goto again 
else 
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goto cloop 
end if 
end if 
else 
goto again 
end if 
power = ADC_read(1) 
end . 
if (power> 390) then 
Goto aloop 
else 
Goto bloop 
end if 
cloop : 
clearbit(PORTB,2) 
clearbit(portB,O) 
setbit(PORTB,3) 
volt_grid = ADC_read(5) 
if (volt_grid>170) then 
Goto again 
else 
Goto cloop 
end if 
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